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Normal Institute Hurt in Runawy "Over the Top" "Over the Top" Heifer Calf Drive important Notice
a
Miss
Fluhmann, $23,630. W.S.S. $2,008.68 A.R.C.
Martha
A Teachers' Normal Institute
The Executive Committee of

To all Residents of the State of
will convene at íloy N. M. in daughter of Fred Fluhmann,
In spite of drought and the exas we went to Press last the Red Cross appointed a com New Mexico:-- Just
the High School Building Mon- was brought to the Plumlee cessive financial drains of all
the week we received a financial re- mittee at its reguler meetlncr last
day at 9 o'clock A. M. July 22nd Hospital Wednesday, seriously other war activities, Roy
Local end District Boards of
went port of the Mills Red Cross Sale week consisting of prominent
1918 and continue for a period of injured in a run away. She was
this
State have practiéally comto
have
of
mesa
'the
"Over the Top" with her quota from D. A. Espy, of the Bank
pleted the classification of retwo weks. Education in Mora in the field vrorking when her of W.S.S. in the big drive
charge
of
drive
for
the
donation
a
last there. We had just time to set a
County
has made very good brothers team ran away and ran Friday, just us she has on all oth three liner giving
of a heiffer calí from each herd, gistrants under the Selective
the total.
Law, who registered prior
advancement 'this year. Our into her. Iter team took fright er occasions. Our quota was $20,
The following is a complete to be branded ARC. and kept till
Schools are improving, harmony and ran away also and her two 000.00 and the subscriptions tofifth, nineteen hundred
the
Stock show in Denver in
statement.
eighten.
between Teachers and School sisters, who were working in taled up
January
and then shipped there
Cash in Dank,
$23,630.00.
$1338.33
officers has ibsen good therefore another part of the field left
and
and sold for the
exhibited
The members of these Boards-havNotes
We are proud of this evidenee
taken,
437.45
ocr Institue should be a success- - their teams and ran to her assistbenefit
Chapter
of
the
from
labored faithfully and. conBalance unpaid
of the patriotism of the home
182.85
'The 'demand just now is for ance. Their teams, left alone
which
they
to
be
There
are
sent.
scientiously
to complete
.TOTAL.
$2008. S
higher qualifications, let us then also ran away. No serious steaders and others on this mesa
about
are
thirty
prominent
men
and
have in each
task
the one third of the county east This amxmt is net a3 all extry to be present all the time damage resulted to the teams or of
on
Í3
the
committee
and
no
there
instance made the proper classpenses have been paid and the
Rod River with a still
that this Institute is in session. cultivators but it was a wild time probortion of wealth, has smaller
doubt
about
getting
a
carload
of
ification on the evidence present- plebgd Red Crops Branch at Mills is now
The Institute will be conducted while it lasted.
more to the Government than all one of the best financed instutions calves from this chapter.
Hy Prof. W. Fremont Osborne.
the rest of the county or many of the kind in the state outside
There are, no doubt,, casos-- ,
Assisted by Miss Blanche Osborne
opened
. The
Chautauqaa
per
other older and wealthier cemmu the larger cities.
where the questionnaires failed
es Instructor. Both these Instschedule at Roy Tuesday after- to present the true
nitres.
state of facts,
itute 'Teachers will endeavor to
audipnrp.
with
noon
a
fair
Tho
One
why
jrive
reason
and
in thse cases the Boards
we can
so
We had a nice shower Monday
TTjipIp Rnm'aw
makethe best possible Teacher
tV.ii rnnf minrtpt of Inrlips.,
'Tlio
in on íivmvi
.. l.írr
v
J
11 VI
liberally, and cheerfully is that
Villi
t.lU.I
have
EllClk
of necessity, been unable to
of you to put you in contact but need more rain.
we have all been so accustomed Anipvíffln nonorfio fha lioodlino iNieces. nre?f ntpd a vprv pWpr do justice.
with the very problems you will
Murl, .Rose and Roy Powell to the pinch of poverty
that it to a long article in the National college program and going on to It now becomes the patriotic-dutdeal with in your School, and visited Fay Myers Sundayto be followed by Bland's
would you
has not the terror for us it has Magazine and
of every resident of this
you owe it to yourself, to your
Military
Trio and Sgt. Andrews
neve
a
story
it,
to
applies
it
about
for
those
who
have
never
sufferhaving
John
"20
knowledge of any
Evertt harvested
profession, to the children you
We anticipate a season of very Stata
aowjs'of rye estimated 10 bushels ed the hardships, privations and Senator Fall of El Paso, reprent
improper
unjust
or
classification
people
to
and
whose taxes1
teach
ing New Mexio in Congresi at profitable entertainment.
;persecutions of a homesteader.
to report to Capt. R. C. Reid U-you receive to take advantage of per acre.
We have but done our duty in Washington.
R., at Santa Fe the facts in
"the opportunity the Institute
The pie supper Saturday nisrht
us a Dsaucuuiiy written story Les. Alldrcdge and wife and the case giving
this and, when this war is over,
the name and
presents to make yourself worthy wes not well attended account
we are going to be found just as Dut it uont seem .to convince us
vwv, rinnrrM
address
P03toffic3
of such regUIVVC
uuwfiuit.1,
UUfcCllIU.
of the responsibility you. assume, bad weather.
10.05 was the united and
efficient in our oppo- that the Senator is iHE grat down from Springer Saturday to istrant that the case may be.
in taking charge of a school.
proceeds.
sition to kaiscrism at home as we man nor even one of the greatest visit friends in Roy, They called thoroughly investigated.
Such re
It is an avowed purpose to Sunday School at Mofax vras .have been to
it abroad. Patriot men from th:s "DeEcri". As a in-- ti r.a
port will be treated in the strict-9- st
nnakeahe Echool in Mpra County called off on acct the
Convention ism demands the suppression of ma ter ot fact there are a lot of ;on the paper t0 their S0Xi Lieut.
confidence. The Selective-Servicf second to tone in the State.
at Mills.
tyranny at home at well as in a truly great men in this-- In
the epant Emmelt Alldredge now at
Law will only be sucThe.ihaarby
of
effete east little known Dart of Camp Hancock, Atlanta, Georgia
fsreign land.
cessful in the same degree a3
teachers at this Institute 'will Ed Powells visited at Valley
the eart- h- who measure up to they had just received
i
i
i
his pict- ciassmcauons
ere propeny
maae
imake this certain. Our schools View Sunday with Ed Spencers.
and beyond Senator Fall and we ure in his
and
uniform
are prop- and it is with a view of correcthave improved, but they must be W. B. McCullom,
went .to Pierre Hamp French medical have a notion we will send one erly
proud of him.
author-iting any erroneous classifications
estimates that of the of them to Congress
Ibetter.
Springer to work last week.
in his steal
38.000,000 people of all ages still
that
this appeal is made,
A. fee .cf ($1.50) One dollar ami Miss Gertrude
next term just to show Washingikao
living in France 4.000 must die
fiftyentsíis to be paid upon one .to. French to speno!
Prof. J. E. Russell and J. E.
By order of
ton how really "Big" men do
a few of tuberculosis.
The war alone grow
enrolling. 'Teachers are expected waek.
Wildman
Sunday
returned
from
W. E. LINDSEY,.
out hereon the "Desert".!
killed between 1,000,000
to; bring with them such of adopt
a week spent in the Des Moines
and
Governor.
tdtextboQkc and such reference George McCarty is workinar&t 2,000,000. This means that the
and Folsom country in the Insur- - R. C. REID,
'
Hun, with all his terriblv inven- ibooks,as they may have for their Springer.
business. They met , with
Captain. U. S. R.
Mrs. Stanlevj f!vm .Y,A
.jnvukv.vifeifiance
itive
efficiency, is overshadowed
iu.se at the ..institute. The new
Mr. ...Murray who boagt Mt
g00d
success
an
saw
lot
a
of
in
her home on the old Zablocki
StatesCourse of Study, outlining GroseJs .croo expects his
if by a still more deadly enémv. homestead eight miles northwest teresting things, climbed up and
I. C. Flcersheim editor of the
The Bosche has been outdistaned
ithe work has been issued and and .daughter Thursday.
e
of Roy Sunday and was buried in looked irtto the crater of
Spinger
Times went to El Paso
in frightfulnessby the Greatest
twill be furnished free to those
old volcano, saw Tuesday to
big
the
Roy
the
cemetery
Monday.
J. C. .Robertson and wife visit tally of
offer himself to his
enrolÜEg.
the Grim ' ReaDer.
She came here over two some hne ranches and springs country as a soldier. He arrang
ed
.daughter,
their
Mrs.
Ruby
;A11 Teachers! who attended the
TUBERCULOSIS.
years ago from Chicago and has and found the old summer home ed to have a man from Albuquer
Erer.ettSaturday and Sunday.
Intitute in Mora during the
Jn every one of the nations nt. been a sufferer from Dropsy for of Bob Ingrsoll rea Chico.
que run the Times during
month of June and in Wagon
war first consideration is accord some time. Mr. Cygan is
a
if he is accepted.
Mound jduring the Institute there
ed to the
wounded Galicain Pole, and a good farmer Mrs. George Guyer and Miss
will :be admitted to the Roy
man. Therein lies the tragedy
He has tried hard to sell his iGoIdie Thompson and Mis3 Emma
The dedication of the Service
Iaatiiutc free of charge.
f
the
consumptive,
soldier.
farm at a sacrifice in order to Norman all of Clayton and con- - Flag
lies. J. IT. Howell is reported
of the Roy Sunday School
A .most cordial invitation is
When discharged from the return east on account of
SIC d.
his nected with the staff of the Sunday evening attracted a larsre
,
hectby extended to all Teachers,
Army the wounded are allowed wife's health.
The sympathy of Citizen office were guests at the audience to the church
and the
Students in the Ifigh Schools,
Harvesting: rye is the order of a pension by the Government. the community
'
Russell home Sunday.
'is
extended
to
Frf
Program,
entirely
impromntu:
was
thedayihis-.weekCollages, .Private and Sectarian
The consumptive, however re- him in his bereavement
Ihey are relatives and got The flag with the names
School Eighth Grade Graduates
of
ceives
no allowance unless he can
Mrs. Jim Vewell is suffering
acquainted recently while Mr. twelve boys who
were
enrolled
and .all persons desiring to teach. from
prove
his
that
illness is due
a felon on, her finger
Russell was working life Insur- as members of the Sunday
Hoping: .to have the .pleasure of
school
entirely to his service in the
ance
in the Clayton contry.
Albert Pates, Will Brockmans, Army.
remembers each one personally;,
meeting a good numherof Teach
This is not an easy
Rev. Howell Ruth Robertson and thing
and the program was given
e?s at .our, Roy Institute,
to do and consequently
Ora Howell attended the S. S.
C. L. Justice and family re- terest by the presence of Messrs'
comparatively few comsuptives
I beg it- remain.
The ladies of the Red Cross turned last Wednesday from Jerrtt and Schneider, advance
Convention .at .MiKs Sunday.
receive Governmental assistance.
Cordially Yours,
are working hard and giving Chanute Kansas where they have men of the Cadmoan Chautauqua-eacThe pie snpper atlndenendence
There is no dodging the issue.
HILNORRUmJLPH,
every spare moment to Red Cross been visiting several weeks
of whom spoke to the sub
at
Superintendent of Mora County attracted the young people Satur Where as before we had a man work, they will
ject
in
hand.
have
a
fine
the
parental
Justice
day
home.
They
night
who was perhaps incipently
Public .Schools.
collection of garments, to send in brought Mr. Justice's
The
names
on the flag are.
brother
tubercular, he at least had a
Melvin Bentley
nd family position
this time
Homer
Holmes,
with
Barry Kirby,
them
will
ánd
try
to fatten
and was able to care for
Arthur Hazen has revived his him up ten pounds so he can get Ellis Abernathy.Wilcott Russell,
J. D, Wad.3.oi Gould, Oklahoma were guests of Mrs. Black of his family.
Bean Club and has every child into the U. S. Navy
is the new Blacksmith at jthe Valley View Sunday.
his ambition Frank and Alvin L isk, Alfred
Now we have a discharged 'dis m
the community interested in it. for this privilege being blocked Davenport, Elmer Cole, Frank
Variety Machine Works for Wm. Brashears has .resigned
couraged man whose tuberculosis
.Gilstrap Broa. Jle is an expert his position at the Drucr .Store at
Baker. Chris Wendland
and,
August Forsman will ship his by lack of averdupois.
has been
and unErnest Anderson.
iat the forge and Jtnows the trade the suggestion of the State Coun doubtedly
very considerably in stock to Oklahoma as soon as he
(down to a science. The Gilstrape Lcil of Defense that all ,cler,ks quit
,
Florencio Baca editor of La
creased. He has no job and the finds a place for them and will
aje still looking for an expert íheirjobs. It is a bit hard un family
Voz
Del
Pueblo, of Las Vegas,
have probably spent his quite the mesa for good, he says.
Harry VanHorne who has lnr,r- Ar,to repair man and will have a derstand why a rule fihould be
wes sentenced by Judge D. J. been first-ai- d
small savings since he went to
to "Sam Grande"
usfiíul combination ,when they eaforced where it works exactly
Mrs. Lee West dropped in on Leahy to six months in the Peni- at the
the cantonment, In other words,
Floersheim warehouse, has
get 4'ned up.
th .opposite from that intended his life
has been wrecked and his friends here from Tucumcari tentiary, on a charge of Criminal enlistsd and left Wednesday to
but', These are war times,
ability to care for his family is where Mr. West runs a blacksmith Libel. The case arose out of a join the Army. He is one of
the
Mr..M. D. Gibbs feas been ill
shop we all wish them back,
statement made in La Voz that steadiest boys we know and
gone.
from
a mild form of
this w?k
Mrs, Alice Renfro, o"f the Com-- !
one Nazario V. Gallagos refused
he lands where he will be
The Government has taken
Typhiol jbut is recovering.
Mrs. Oscar Aspgren entertain
mereial Hotel has been soriously
to purchase Liberty Bonds al appreciated as he has
cognizance
of
the
been here..
situation
and ed the Red Cross ladies last week
HI.
Mrs. Alice Leatherman has
though amply able to do so.
ha
undertaked
to
"rehabilitfte" they had a fine time working.
been chief cook and manager
Floerencio is one of the ablest
Two pounds of suger
THE KAISER'S DREAM
any of the men who are passed
during her illnss.
democratc
in
editors
MissThelma Hughbanks has
Hindy, mm you know
I
New Mex
once in a long time will
by the exemption boards ,and
ico a nephew of the late Gover- likely be a hardship to
undergone
a
serious
dreams?
operation
in
break
down
lots of
in
the future. But'
"They love darkness rather
nor
C,
E.
de
Denver
is
Baca.
people,
and
slowly
VeJl I dream I io Gott said as how;
but
kp.pn.
not
recovering,
us.
we
can'
of
what
the two hundered New
than light because their deeds
The case has been appealed to sweet under most conditions.
Ve jeed some more food now;
Mexicans who have already been this makes 6 operations in three
are evil" How Jong will they
the Supreme Court.
without any sugar.
Kit Ukraine bo peor as uns- rejected? Frankly now RhrmM years for her.
be
to
able
by
get
with
it
is
a
Ach mein poor Huns
not the ruling be retroactive?
Little Helen Ruth Hamilton
question to be settled in the mean
Mr. Misner and his family, of
Ver vill food been?
Many men whe are here bp. cutoff the end of
your
ume
wear
Miss
her finger and
"Muzzle"
and
Hester Harvev has Mills.drove to Vegas Wednesday
And Gotteaid "doseAmericainse
cause- - they are tubercular hav was taken to
smile.
It cant last always.
the hospital at Rov purchased the buldine erected to attend the
Dey got much grains
s Celebra
been passed by the exemption for treatment.
'
since the fire by Francio Sanchez tion and have
Dat you can take."
a
real
4th.
Thev
Mrs. George Lucas is visitine board as we well know. A short
y Medina and used for a time as came to. Roy'
Und I to Gott said
to
have
car- their
time
in
camp in a lower altitude
her mother, Mrs. T. M. Ogden,
a
saloon,
and
moved
it
onto
the
made ready
Ach der verdamnt Echwein
will surely develope it.
and taking in the Chautauqua.
It is a Gaston Alexander, who is visiting lots she won in the Red Cross tend to campfor the trip and in
Dot grains iss mein
out and have the?
mistake to call them to certain here with the Griner sisters, has sale near
the J. Floersheim resi- - time of their lives. Mr. MisnerBut how tc get?
Chester Scott is taking a months death' from worse than Hun Bul- - accepted a position
as clerk in dence. She is going to become a is called to Tulsa,
Unq Gott
Okla.
vacation mm the bank
next
lets,
the Fairview Pharmacy.
citizen of Roy right.
week on a business trip.
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All EPITOME OF

Food riots have broken out In Petro- grad.
Bolshevik troops turned ma-chine guns upon the mobs.

LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED RECORD OP THI
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
DOINGS, ACHIEVE
MENTS, 8UFFERING8, HOPES
AND FEARS OP MANKIND.

SAYINGS,

I

rrpr i

TOTAL WAR DILL

"I am certain the Russian people
shortly will Join with you In the great
cause of freedom," Alexander Kerensky, former Russian premier, declared
In an address at the British labor con
ference in London.
A luncheon In honor of Herbert
Hoover, the American food ad minis
trator, Is being arranged at Guild hall
In London.
It will be held on Aug. 1
and Premier Lloyd George will be
among the guests.
There have been rebellious out
breaks among the garrisons of the
cities of Gyor and Pecs, Hungary as a
result of which 2,000 of the military
involved in the mutiny have been con
demned to death, according to reports
received by the Paris Matin.
On the fourth anniversary of Arch
duke Frani Ferdinand's murder the
German militarists gathered together
in anxious conclave because the Ger
man government has been compelled
to declare to the Reichstag that peace
cannot be won on the battlefield.
The Ukraine bureau at Lausanne an
nounced at Genera it has received con
flrmatlon of the report that the Bol
shevik authorities at Yekaterinburg
condemned Nicholas Romanoff, the
former Russian emperor, to death after a short trial and then shot htm
Homes and chateaux of France's
aristocracy which before the war
were probably the most exclusive in
the world, have been thrown open to
the American officer and the Ameri
can soldier. There the chap with the
cowboy hat Is entertained as a royal
guest, sick or wounded, these days.
According to unconfirmed reports.
the Bolshevik government In Moscow
has been overthrown, says a dispatch
to the London Exchange Telegraph
-

.

r

$12,600,000,000

The Canadian Pacific steamships
Pomeranian and Medora have been
sunk by German submarines.
A rumor has reached Basel, Switz
PAST
erland, from Berlin that Dr. Richard EXPENDITURES DURING
von Kuehlmann, the German foreign
YEAR
ABOUT
TWELVE
TIMES
(
secretary, will resign his portfolio.
AS MUCH A8 NORMAL.
Rumors are in circulation, says the
Amsterdam Echo Beige, that an epi
demic of typhoid is raging among the
German soldiers in northern France. YEAR'S
RECEIPTS LARGE
The labor conference in London discussed and passed a resolution recog
nising the claim of the Irish to the
right of home rule, along the Unes laid BIG 8UMS FROM LIBERTY LOANS
down in the report of the Irish conven
AND INCOME AND EXCESS
tlon.

WmIwb Nwippr Union
KrTle.
ABOUT THE WAR
British casualties (or the week end
Ing June 25 total 985 officers and 85,'
635 men.
American troops now are holding
sectors of varying lengths In at least
six places on the battle line.
Italian forces made further gains on
the lower Plave, taking 600 prisoners,
It was
announced.
Dr. von Kueblmann offered bis reslg
nation as German foreign secretary on
the Í6th, says a Zurich dispatch to the
Paris Journal
The city of Irkutsk, Siberia, has
troops
been captured by Ciecho-Slovaunder General Alezleff, according to
Berlin advices.
A boatload of sailors from an Amer
ican vessel sunk by a submarine off
the Atlantic coast was landed by a
fishing vessel at Shelburne, N. 8.
Eleven persons were killed and fourteen others Injured through the explo
sion of bombs dropped by German air
men In Thursday night's raid over the
Paris district.
The British troops in Flanders and
the French forces further south ap
parently have anticipated the proposed
German drive toward the English
channel ports or Paris, and struck
first.
French troops in Plcardy and Brit
ish in north both hurl Huns back a
mile in drive. Petaln captured 1,200
on Aisne, as Halg cut foe's line in
Nleppe, cleaned woods and captured
cities.
All the positions held by the
on the lower Plave, constitut
ing the Capo Slle bridgehead, have
now been taken by the Italians, and
the entire western bank of the Plave
is clear of the enemy.
Thirty-siGerman machines were
brought down or forced to land in a
damaged condition June 25 by Franco-Britisairmen, while Berlin claims
the destruction of twelve allied aero
planes the same day.
A regiment of troops In General
Pershing's expeditionary forces has
been ordered to Italy, probably as an
advance guard of additional forces to
be sent later to complete the unity on
that front of Italian, British, French
' and American troops.
Synchronously with the defeat of
the Austrlans in Italy and the spirit
of unrest prevalent In the dual mon
archy, comes Foreign Secretary von
Kuehlmann's acknowledgement from
Germany that that country is desir
ous of peace.

SPANISH-AMERICA-
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PROFITS TAXES.
Wfitern Newsptper Union Newi Srrvlc.
Washington. In government finan

cial history the year ending June 30
will go down as a period, of expense
hardly dreamed of a decade ago. More
"
-than $12,000,000,000 is the actual out- zz.-.ii' j)
!.;, i
TT
..
lay since July 1, 1917, to meet the
airplane
arrange
for
In
to
transatlantic
America
multitude of big bills run up for the
who
Is
force,
1 Major General Brancker of the British air
army, the navy, the
protroops arriving In Vladivostok on their way to France to help the allies.
flights. 2 Two corps of Ciecho-Slovagram, aeroplane construction, coast
8 Italian and French offices at Lake Garda looking over the region where it was believed the Austrlans might
defense requirements, other governresume their attack.
ment activities and the needs of the
allies for American loans to finance
aid Russia and rid her of her Teuton
troops necessary to suppress any up
purchases of war materials in this
conquerors.
President Wilson deof
the
out
Putting
risings.
Austria
REVIEW
OF
country.
clared himself for peaceful, not forceway
a
general
to
yet
not
Is
war
the
In peace times the government
ful Intervention, and It Is probable a
peace.
spent less than $1,000,000,000 annually.
commission of distinguished men, perWith the addition of the $1,200,000,WEEK German military leaders were re- haps including representatives of all
THE
000 which the government spent in
ported very much disgusted with the the allied nations, will be sent with,
the three months of war preceding
failure of their Austrian allies, and offers of assistance and powers to arthe fiscal year, the war's cost in monKeren-skIt
Is believed they will now try their range a plan of
ey to date has been $13,800,000,000. Italians Convert the Austrian
unexpectedly
Id
appeared
who
In
west
front
hand again on the
War activities now drain about
London on his way to America, Is conDrive
Into
arrange
Defeat
and
Their
France
or
Flanders.
a
a
a day from the nation's public
fident Russia will soon rejoin in the
ments for a resumption of the offentreasury, and In Junp the running ex
Disastrous Rout.
sive were said last week to be about fight against the central powers. He
penses were greater than ever before,
completed, and a great Increase In the and other Russian leaders, however,
though loans to allies dropped to less
activity in the air heralded a new agree that the country will not tolerthan in any month since April, 1917,
drive. But the comparative calm of ate foreign Intervention In its Internal
When the United States became a bel ENEMY LOSSES ARE 250,000
several weeks had enabled the allies affairs. It Is economical and financial
ligerent
aid that Russia needs, and needs at
to prepare, and their command
also
Receipts for the year, without rec
once.
ords of the last two days, were re- Sermans Are Ready to Resume Offen- ers expressed the utmost confidence in
Germant, In southern Russia
' sive on West Front, but Allies Conf- their ability to stop the Huns again, areThemaking
ported as follows:
their way toward Smolmight
to
wherever
attack
elect
they
Liberty loans, $7,563,000,000; income
identVon Kuehlmann's Peace Talk Early in the week the American gov- ensk, probably en route to Moscow,
and excess profits taxes, $2,115,000,-00a Fizzle Baker Aska Postponement
ernment let it be known that there despite the protests of the bolshevik
(with probably $500,000,000 or
They also have
foreign minister.
of Draft Limit Change.
were then In France 900,000 Amerl
more yet to come in); miscellaneous
landed a strong force at Potl, on the
cans, of whom 650,000 were combat
Internal revenue sources, $863,006,000;
ants, and that by July 1 the number eastern coast of the Black sea.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
war savings and thrift stamps,
In eastern Siberia General Semenoff
The grand offensive of the Austrlans would be 1,000,000. These men are
customs
(tariff revenue),
army, after
and bis
with
being
ex
put
lines
Into
front
the
In
Italy,
a
from
the
almost
failure
$178,000,000; miscellaneous revenue,
across
having
been
the
driven
now
are
traordinary
rapidity,
and
developed
itart,
defeat,
and
into
a
$287,000,000;
Panama canal tolls. $5,- border, are again advancing
846,000.
The government also took In then suddenly Into a disastrous rout holding sectors of varying length in
because the forces opposing them
at least six places.
$8,468,000,000 from the sale of certifi- last week. The hungry armies of Em
were ordered to the protection of
Company from Copenhagen.
Moscow, cates of indebtedness redeemed later peror Charles,
to
advance
unable
the reports add, has been captured by in the year; $1,020,000 from postal igninst the gallant Italians and their
'The Americans in the Chateau Irkutsk.
Germany Is now receiving some food
General Korniloff, supported by Ger- savings bonds; $19,150,000 deposited allies, took advantage of the sudden Thierry region were the heroes of the
man troops. Advices from the same for purchase of one year treasury lubsidence of the flood In the Plave main operation on the west front last supplies from Ukraine, but these are
sources assert that Grand Duke Nich- notes under the federal reserve act, to retreat under cover of darkness, but week. Finding the Germans had es- mostly from the German army comolas has been proclaimed emperor.
nests In a cor- missariat which buys them from the
and $10,240,000 deposited for retire- the dawn of Sunday revealed their tablished machine-gu1
ment of national bank and federal re- movements and General Diaz struck ner of Bellenu wood, they routed them peasants at exorbitant prices.
SPORT
iwiftly. From the Montello to the sea out completely In a swift and brilliant
:
Jack Dempsey and Bob Devere have serve bank notes.
Secretary of War Baker seemingly
The big proportions of government the Italian artillery poured a murder- night action, and then went on to
been matched for a twelve-rounbout
financing this year are shown sharply ous fire Into the throngs of Austrlans clean up an enemy stronghold south changed his mind suddenly about exat Joplin, Mo., July 4.
or the village of Torcy.
who, abandoning their guns, were try
tending the draft age limits, for last
This re
by comparison
The work or fight order took all men ceding year, with records of the pre
itself a record. Then or- ing to get across the river. Then the quired seven hours of fierce fighting, week he and General March, chief of
ushers from the ChlcKgo Cubs' park. dinary expenses were $1,147,000,000; Infantry, and even the cavalry men, but at the end of that time the Amer
staff, appeared before the senate comNow there are usherettes In the granloans to allies, $875,000,000, or a total were called into action and speedily icans were In undisputed possession mittee and agreed In urging that legdstandsome blondes, but no bleach- of more than $2,000,000,000.
Ordinary completed the rout The Plave was of the objective, a wooded hill which islation to that end be postponed until
ers.
revenue receipts were $1,118,000,000 almost choked with the enemy's dead, commands the German positions in the fall. At that time, they said, the
Although one of the busiest oil sec and payments on the first Liberty
Within two days the Austrlans had Either direction. They had killed some war department would be able to subtions of the country, Casper, Wyo., loan amounted to $1,466,000,000.
not only lost all the ground they 700 Huns and captured several hun
mit a vast program for army enlargeseems to have temporarily sidegained In their first rush, but had dred more, including a dozen officers. ment, and would know how many sol
stepped the trail of the petroleum bug ITALIANS TAKE PEAKS IN ALPS. been driven entirely across the river The work of the artillery In thU op- diers could be transported overseas
to give ear to the buzz of the sport
to and in some cases beyond their for
eration was remarkable. The losses and how far It would be necessary to
ing bee. Articles of agrément have Diaz' Men Hurl Enemy from Mountain mer lines.
Their losses were con of the Americans were not out of pro- extend the draft to obtain the numbeen signed and a world championand Capture 800 Prisoners.
servatively estimated at 250,000 in portion to the importance of the reber of men required. Provost Marshal
ship in the wrestling game will be desults.
Rome, July 1. Attacking the Aus- killed, wounded and prisoners. In ad
General Crowder said he still believed
cided in Casper on July 4. The prin
Immediate action necessary, but be
lines on the Aslago dltlon the Italians captured great numcipals in this match are Sergt. Earl plateau, the Italians have taken Monte bers of guns and quantities of muniAs usual after a big offensive, GerWESTERN
ing only a subordinate, he bowed to
many put forth another peace feeler, the decision of his superiors.
The
Cheers and shouts of enthusiasm Caddock, present champion of the dl Valbella, captured 800 prisoners and tions and equipment.
The Austrian rear guards fought though without waiting for the full senate committee, which had agreed
greeted the announcement made in world, and Yussif Hussane, the "ter- have held it against repeated counter
most stubbornly at the Montello and measure of Austria's failure to de- on twenty to forty years as the new
the Chamber of Deputies at Paris that rible Turk," who will go to a finish. attacks.
two best out of
The Italian attack was not limited at the Zenson bend, those at the latter velop. This time Dr. Von Kuehlmann, draft limits, voted to defer action.
the Fourth of July would be regarded
three falls.
This provoked a storm of protest
to Monte dl Valbella. On the left bank place protecting the two remaining secretary of foreign affairs, was the
as a legal French holiday.
'
of
GENERAL
the Brenta they captured the height permanent bridges between there and mouthpiece. His address in the relchs-ta- g In congress, chiefly from Republican,
U. r. Dittman, who
recently renot only was received with scorn leaders who declared the delay was
Fire destroyed the property of the o Sasso Rosso, just north of the vil- the mouth of the river. The enemy
signed his position In the Lovell, Wyo.,
suffered severely from the work of by the allies, but served to arouse the another evidence of the administra
lage
Valstagna.
Superior
Glass
Company
of
Martin
at'
offloes of the Great Western Sugar
i
Attacking the Germans suddenly on the allied air forces and In this the anger of most of his own countrymen, tion's procrastination and devotion
Company to enter the service of his Ferry, Ohio.
new American
aviators were con for two reasons. First, he admitted
The Democrats promcountry, is the fifth son of A. H. Ditt
The Georgia Legislature ratified the tw widely separated sectors, French aplcuous. '( i
that the central powers no longer had ised action In September and said
troops
Improved
and
British
have
their
man of Denver
prohibition
the army. The federal
constitutional
a chance to win victory by force there were enough men in class 1 toAll Italy celebrated the great vic
Dittman family consisted of five boys, amendment shortly after "the annual positions greatly and captured 1,400 tor;
and the overenthusiastlc, there alone ; second, he declared that Russia meet all requirements until then. To
prisoners,
began,
now
session
and all are
soldiers.
as elsewhere,
expected the Italian was chiefly to blame for the war, and show that there Is no need for Imme
The British repulsed an enemy as- army to follow
A new process of distilling oil from
Matthew Allen, widely known in the
It up by driving the that France and England were next In diate action Senator Hitchcock said:
oily shale that has been discovered by United States and England as a train- sault near Merris, near where the Ger- Austrlans out of the country.
So far as war
But order of culpability.
"The Information given to the com
A. O. Crane, promises to become a er of racing horses, died in New York. mans were driven back east of Nieppe General Diaz ia too wise to fall Into a alms and peace offers were concerned
forest on Friday. The British official trap similar to the one that eaught he said nothing new. The relchstag mittee Is, In substance, this: That
great Industry for western Wyoming, He-- was 83 years old.
when we have exhausted all available
according to John A. Shellenbarger of
The municipal council oi Paris voted statement mentions heavy German ar- the enemy. The Austrlans have been heard his address in gloomy silence men In class 1 of the present draft wo
Salt Lake City, Utah.
unanimously that the Avenue Troca-der- tillery fire before Amiens, near Albert, there long enough to have organized a and then the party leaders attacked will have an army of 8,800,000 men In
of the Scarpe, near Arras and In very strong defensive Une, and moreIt bitterly. It was reported Thursday August In addition, there will b
should henceforth bear the name north
WASHINGTON
region of Festubert, northwest of over, the Germans were rushing troops that Dr. Von Kuehlmann was
the
of
about to about 140,000 Canadians that we will
President Wilson avenue.
Germany's entire offensive program
Lens.
to their support all last week. Diaz resign. He might be given a Job as bring Into the army as the result of
may have been upset, in the opinion
The Massachusetts constitutional
t
There is a report that Alexis Roman- did not fall to follow up his advan- court Jester
In view of his statement
the treaty just ratified, so that we wilt
of officers by the crushing defeat of convention, without debate and with- off, son of the former
Russian emperthe Austrlans along the Plave river,
out a roll call, defeated the proposed or, Is alive, notwithstanding dispatch- tage in the mountain region, however, that a preliminary condition of the then have an army of 8,460,000 men.
for It is there that the next attack Is exchange of peace views "must be a Now, the highest estimate of the numPresident Wilson sent to the Senate state prohibition amendment.
es telling of his recent death.
expected. His troops improved their certain degree of mutual confidence In ber of men we can have In France at
the names of eight new major gener
Backers of alleged fake war charity
British casualties during the month positions very considerably, especial- each other's honesty and chivalry." that
time Is 1,450,000, so that we wilt
forty-threbrigadier generals enterprises and soliciting schemes de- of June totaled 141,147. This compares ly at Monte Grappa, the height
als and
that The honesty and chivalry of Germany have
this con
of the national army to fill vacancies
frauded the public of between $2,000,-- with total casualties reported during Is the key to the passage down to the lie at the bottom of the ocean with gress In this country when
reconvenes after Its proposed renow existing In the military service,
000 and $3,000,000 in New York City May of 166,802.
plains between the Brenta and the the Lusitanla, In the ruins of ravished cess In September over 2,000,000 men."
Belgium and in the wreckage of
Bowing to the wish of the War De during the last year, according to c rePlave.
bombed Red Cross 'hospitals.
partment, the Senate, by a vote of 49 view of evidence.
PADDED EXPENSES CHARGED.
On Thursday the drawing of num
Tho crushing defeat of the Austo 25, rejected the Fall amendment
King George and Queen Mary tasted
bers to determine the order In which
making the draft age limits 20 to 40 American buckwheat cakes, for the Fraud and Greed Laid to Basic Indus- trlans had an enormous moral effect
Russia came to the front again last youths of the class of 1018, about 744,- tries in Probe of Profiteering.
In all the belligerent countries.
years in lieu of the present limits of first time at the Eagle hut of the
The week in a sensational way. First was 500 In number, shall be called to
21 and SI years.
American Y. M. C. A., near London.
Washington. Profiteering on a tre- news caused a profound depression in the news, first denied and then conwas conducted In the'senate of
National thrift day was observed The visit was a surprise one. made at mendous scale in practically all the Austria and Germany that was firmed, that Nicholas, the former czar, fice building, with much of the cerethroughout the country by the gather- the king's own suggestion.
basic commodities of life was reported contrasted by the jubilation In the al had been killed by the bolshevik! at mony that marked the first drawing a
Italy said that all It Ekaterinburg. One story said he was year ago. Secretary Baker, bllndfold-e- r,
lied
ing of millions of pledges for system- The United States army ambulance to the Senate by the federal trade com- now nations.
Is the presence of Ameriasks
assassinated by soviet troops during
drew out the first capsule, with
as
of
an
purchase
mission
the
during
result
atic
exhaustive can troops on Its
the remainder ob service with the French army has arfront, and these, their retreat to that city. Another re.246 Inclosed. It was necesthe year of War Savings and Thrift ranged for a special Fourth of July Investigation. "Inordinate greed and
on the way If not port was that the bolshevik authorities sary to draw only 1,200 numbers. The
Stamps, aided in many localities by athletic and theatrical entertainment bare-facefraud," as well as "war presumably, are
already there.
there had convicted him after a short new registrants will be placed at
t
suspension of business and public dem- for all wounded allied soldiers In"1 pressure for heavy production," the
In the dual monarchy the disaster trial, condemned him to death and
of the lists In the classes to which,
commission reported as the causes.
onstrations.
Paris on the evening of that day.
on the Plave only accentuated the shot him.
they are assigned by their boards, ,
Germany's latest declaration of war
George' C. Taylor was elected presi
Then word came from Moscow that
serious Internal conditions, further
Death Toll May Reach Fifty.
alms, as enunciated in the Berlin dent of the new American Railway
encouraging the rebellious Czechs and Grand Duke Michael Alexandrovltch,
The senate agricultural committee,
Sioux City, Iowa, July 1. Burrowing Slovaks and Slavs, and Increasing the
Reichstag by Dr. von Kuehlmann, Express company, which will assume
younger brother of the deposed disregarding the advice of many prom' deep under tons of wreckage,
firemen general demand for food and peace. ruler, had put himself at the head of inent persons, adopted the amendment
minister for foreign affairs, was re- control of virtually all ho
garded by officials at Washington as lines In the United States, under a and'volunteers removed, thirty more The government has neither the one the new Siberian government and Is to the $11,000,000 emergency agriculmerely another phase In Germany's contract with W. G. McAdoo, director bodies from the wreckage of the Ruff nor the other to offer, 'for both are sued a manifesto to the Russian peo- tural bill providing for national pro-building, which collapsed Saturday aft- under the control of Germany. The ple. The Czecho-Slovaold cycle of military drives and peace general of railroads.
army In Sihlbltion
June 80, 1919, and durernoon, and announced that the toll of spirit of revolution Is rife in Austria-Hungar- beria was reported to have taken ing the after
offensives.
continuance of the war.
Hans Lengseth of Barney, N. D., but
Germany has accepted the Invitation
but a note of warning is Irkutsk and to be fighting in Ekaterin-- mformerly of MJohenen Lake, Norway, the disaster may reach fifty.
burg, and, what Is more remarkable.
Bounded by French statesmen, who deof the United States to send repre- was the' principal, attraction
On Monday the house passed the
at Wilson Gets $1,610,000,000
Naval Bill. clare that the allies must not count on it Is said to be commanded by General $5,500,000,000
sentatives to Berne, Switzerland, for the national convention of Nor
fortifications bill, an
Washington.
Congress completed the success of a rebellion there. The Alexleff, former Russian commander the senate passed the $3,300,000,000-sundra conference on Aug. 5, with an Amer- weglans at La Crosse, Wis., and most
ican delegation on the general subject ly because of his beard. It is, to put the $1,610,000,000 naval appropriation disaffected peoples are separate and In chief.
civil bill containing about
Meanwhile, the allies have been try
of exchange nd treatment of prisonmore for the shipping proIt mildly, some beard, measuring- thlr-- bm and ,ent 11 to tne Present for his without competent leadership and
Austria's allies could easily lend the ing to determine what they can do to gram.
ers of war.
.
tature.
teen feet In length.
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SHE
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Brown"

CANNOT
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of the country. That's how yon come
to have a wardrobe all ready to your
hand. Now, you'd be awful foolish to
d
female
act like a mean and
person. You're not going to, are your
"Because I want to
he wheedled.
make yon comfortable. What's the
use of getting on your dignity over a
little thing like clothesr
"I don't Intend to," Hazel suddenly
changed front "Til make myself as
If
comfortable as I
It will put yon to any trouble."
"You're bound to scrap, enr be
grinned. "But It takes two to build a
fight and I positively refuse to fight
with you."
He dragged the trunk back Into the
room, and came out carrying a great
armful of masculine belongings. Two
such trips he made, piling all his things
onto a chair.
"There I" he said at last "That end
of the house belongs to yon, little person. Now, get those wet things off be
fore yon catch a cold. Oh, wait a minute 1"
He disappeared Into the kitchen end
of the house, and came back with a
wash-basi- n
and a pall of water.
"Your room is now ready, madam,
an' It please yon." He bowed with
mock dignity, and went back into the
kitchen.
Hazel heard him rattling pots and
dishes, whistling cheerfully the while.
She closed the door, and busied herself
with an inventory of the tenderfoot
lady's trunk. In It she found every
thing needful for complete change, and
a variety of garments to boot Folded
In the bottom of the trunk was a gray
cloth skirt and a short blue silk
kimono. There was a coat and skirt,
too, of brown corduroy. But the feminine Instinct asserted Itself, and she
laid out the gray skirt and the kimono.
For a dresser Roaring Bill had fashioned a wide shelf, and on It she found
a toilet set complete hand mirror,
military brushes, and sundry articles,
backed with silver and engraved with
his Initials. Perhaps with a spice of
malice, she put on a few extra touches.
There would be some small satisfac
tion In tantlUzlng Bill Wagstaff even
If she could not help feeling that It
might be a dangerous game. And, thus
arrayed In the weapons of her sex, she
slipped on the kimono, and went Into
the living room to the cheerful glow of
the fire.
BUI remained busy In the kitchen.
Dusk fell. The gleam of a light showed
through a crack In the door. In the
big room only the fire gave battle to
stiff-necke-

"ROARING BILL'S" CABIN IN THE WILDERNESS
BEFORE SPRING
8S
Hazen Weir la employed as stenographer In the
of Harrington & Bush at Granville, Ontario. She la engaged to
Jack Barrow, a young real estate agent Mr. Bash, Hazel's employer,
suddenly notices her attractiveness and at once makes her his private
stenographer. After three months Bash proposes marriage. Hazel
refuses, and after a stormy scene, In which Bush warns her he will
make her sorry for her action, Hazel leaves the oflice, never to return.
Shortly after this Bash Is thrown from his horse and killed. Publica
tlon of his will discloses that he left Hazel $3,000 la "reparation for
any wrong I may have done her." Jack Barrow, In a Jealous rage,
demands an explanation, and Hazel, her pride hurt, refuses. Hazel's
engagement Is broken and, to escape from her surroundings, she secures a position as schoolteacher at Cariboo Meadows, In a wild part
of British Columbia. There, at a boarding house, she first sees "Roaring
character of that country. Soon after her
Bill" Wag8taff, a
'
arrival Hazel loses her way while walking In the woods. She wanders
until night when she reaches "Roaring Bill's" camp fire In the woods.
He promises to take her home In the morning, but she Is compelled to
spend the night In the woods. After wandering In the woods all the
next day, "Roaring Bill" finally admits that he Is taking Hazel to his
cabin In the mountains.
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CHAPTER

the chill gone from her body, she bestowed a curious glance on her sur

-

"Anyhow,'" he went on, when he re-malned silent, "I dldnX And youU
have to lay the blame on nature for
making yon a wonderfully attractive
woman. I did honestly try to find the
way to Cariboo Meadows that first
night It was only when I found my-se-lf
thinking how .fine It would be to
pike through these old woods and
mountains with a partner like yon that
I decided as I did. I'm human the
woman, she tempted me. And aren't
you better off? Do you know that you
look fifty per cent better for these few
days of living In the open the way
every normal being likes to live?
You're getting some color In your
cheeks, and you're losing that worried,
archangel look. Honest If I were a
iphyslcian, I'd have only one prescription: Get ont Into the wild country,
and live off the country as your primitive forefathers did. Of course, you
an't do that alone. I know because
I've tried It We humans dont differ
o greatly from the other animals.
We're made to hunt In couples or
rpneks. There's a purpose, a law, you
might say, behind that too; only It's
terribly obscured by a lot of other
In this day and age."
But she would not take up the cud-.geagainst him. would not seem to
countenance or condone his offense by
discussing It from any angle whatsoever. And she was more determined
to allow no degree of friendliness, even
in conversation, because she recognized the masterful quality of the
ls

ls

'man.

After a lapse of time they dropped
Into another valley, and faced westward to a mountain range which Bill
told her was the Rockies. The next
day a snowstorm struck them. It was
not particularly cold. Bill wrapped
her in a heavy canvas coat and plodded on. Moon passed, and he made
no stop. If anything, be Increased his
ipnee.
Suddenly, in the late afternoon, they
stepped out of the timber into a little
clearing, In which the blurred outline
of a cabin showed under the wide arms

of a leafless tree.
The melting snow bad soaked
through the coat; her feet were wet
with the clinging flakes, and the chill
of a lowering temperature had set Ha-shivering.
Roaring Bill halted at the door and
lifted her down from Silk's back without the formality of asking her leave.
He pulled the latchstring, and led her
in. Beside the rude stone fireplace
wood and kindling were piled in readiness for use. Bill kicked the door
shut dropped on bis knees and started
the fire. In fire minutes a great blaze
leaped and crackled Into the wide
throat of the chimney.' Then he piled
on more wood, and turned to her.
"This Is the house that Jack built"
he said, with a sober face and a
twinkle in his gray eyes. "This Is the
man that lives In the house that Jack
built And this" he pointed mischievously
at her "Is the woman
who's going to love the man that lives
In the house that Jack built"
"That's a lie!" she flashed stormlly
through her chattering teeth.
"Wc'l, we'll see," he answered cheerfully. "Get np here close to the fire
and take off those wet things while I
put away the hor-s.And with that he went got whistling.
el

CHAPTER VI.
A Little Personal History.
Hazel discorded the wet coat anA
"drawing a choir np to the fire, took
off her sopping footgear and toasted
her bore feet at the blaze. Her clothing woj also wet, and she wondered
pettishly how In the world she was
going to manage with only the garments on her back and those dirty
and torn from hacking through the
brush for a matter of two weeks. According to her standards, that was
But
roughing It with a vengeance.
presently she gave over thinking of her
plight The fire warmed her, and, with'

roundings.

There was furniture of

sort un

known to her, tables and chairs fash
ioned by hand with Infinite labor and
rude skill, massive In structure; upholstered with the skins of wild beasts
common to the region. Upon the walls

hung pictures, dainty
prints, and a water color or two. And
between the pictures were nailed heads
of mountain sheep and goat the ant
lers of deer and caribou. Above the
fireplace spread the huge shovel horns
of a moose, bearing across the prongs
a shotgun and fishing rods. The center
of the floor Itself, as she could see,
logs was lightened
of
with a great black And red and yellow
rug of curious weave. Covering up
the bare surface surrounding It were
bearskins, black and brown. Her feet
rested-- In the fur of a monster silver-tifur thicker and softer than the
pile of any carpet ever fabricated by
man. AH around the walls ran shelves
filled with books. A guitar stood In
one corner, a mandolin In another.
Except for the dust that had gath
ered lightly In Its owner's absence, the
place was as neat and clean as If the
housemaid bad but gone over It Hazel
shrugged her shoulders. Roaring Bill
Wagstaff became, If anything, more of
an enigma than ever, In. the light of bis
dwelling. She recollected that Cariboo
Meadows had regarded him askance,
and wondered why.
He came In while her gaze was still
roving from one object to another, and
threw his wet outer clothing, boy
fashion, on the nearest chair.
"Well," he said, "we're here."
"Please don't forget Mr. Wagstaff,
she replied coldly, "that I would much
prefer not to be here."
He stood a moment regarding her
with his odd smile. Then he went Into
the adjoining room. Out of this he
presently emerged, dragging a small
steamer trunk. He opened It got down
on his knees, and pawed over the contents. Hazel, looking over her shoulder, saw that the trunk was filled with
woman's garments, and sat amazed.
"Say, little person," Bill finally re
marked, "It looks to me as If you could
outfit yourself completely right here.'
"I don't know that I care to deck
myself in another wc man's finery,
thank yon," she returned perversely,
"Now, see here," Roaring Bill turned
reproachfully; "see here"
He grinned to himself then, and went
again Into the other room, returning
with a small, square mirror. He planted himself squarely In front of her,
and held np the glass. Hazel took one
look at her reflection, and she could
have struck Roaring Bill for his
She had not realized what
an altogether disreputable appearance
g
young woman
a normally
could acquire la two weeks on the
trail, with no toilet accessories and
only the clothes on her back. She
tried to snatch the mirror from him,
but Bill eluded her reach, and laid the
glass on the table.
"Toull feel a whole lot better able to
cope with the situation," be told her
smilingly, "when you get some decent
clothes on and your hair fixed. That's
a woman. And you don't need to feel
squeamish about these things. This
trunk's got a history, let me tell you.
A bunch of simon-purtenderfeet
strayed Into the mountains west of
here a couple of summers ago. There
were two women In the bunch. The
youngest one, who was about your age
and size, must have had more than
her share of vanity. I guess she figured on charming the bear and the
moose, or the simple aborigines who
dwell In this neck of the woods. Anyhow, she had all kinds of unnecessary
fixings, along, that trunkful of stuff
in the lot Yon can Imagine what a
nice time their guides had packing that
on a horse, eh? They got into a deuce
of a pickle finally, and had to abandon
a lot of their stuff, among other things
the steamer trunk. I lent them a hand,
and they told me to help myself to the
stuff. So I did after they were oat
black-and-whi-

hand-smooth-

p,

good-lookin-

sufficient reason," he returned, "that
you can't pack a stove on a horse and
we're three hundred odd miles from
the end of any wagon road. With a
Dutch oven or two that heavy, round
Iron thing you see there I can guar
antee to cook almost anything yon can
cook on a stove. Anybody can If they
know how. Besides, I like things better this way. If I didn't I suppose
rd have a stove and maybe a
supply, and modern plumbing. As
It Is, It affords me a sort of prideful
satisfaction, which you may or may
not be able to understand, that this
cabin and everything In It Is the work
of my hands or stuff Tve packed In
here with all sorts of effort from the
outside. Maybe I'm a freak. But I'm
proud of this place. Barring the Inevitable lonesomeness that comes now
and then, I can be happier here than
any place Tve ever struck yet Tbis
country grows on one."
"Yes on one's nerves," Hazel re
hot-wat-

torted.
Bill smiled, and, rising, began to dear
away the dishes. Hazel resisted an im
pulse to help. She would not work;
she would not lift her finger to any
task, she reminded herself. He had
put her In her present position, and he
could wait on her. so sne restea an
elbow on the table and watched him.
In the midst of bis work be stopped
suddenly.

"There's oceans of time to do this,"
he observed. Tm Just a wee bit
tired. If anybody should ask yon. Let's
camp In the other room. It's a heap
more comfy."
He put more wood on the kitchen
fire, and set a pot of water to beat
Ont In the living room Hazel drew her
chair to one side of the hearth. Bin
sprawled on the bearskin robe with an
other cigarette in his Angers.
"No," be began, after a long silence,
"this country doesn't get on one's
nerves not If one Is a normal human
being. YouTl find that When I first
mm a tin here I thought so, too; It
seemed so big and empty and forbidding. But the more I see of It the bet
ter It compares with the outer world,
where the extremes of luxury and want
are always In evidence. It began to
seem like home to me when I first
looked down Into this little basin,
hud a nartner then. I said to him
Here's a dandy, fine place to winter.'
80 we wintered 4n a log shack sixteen
foot square that Silk and Satin and
Nleeer have for a stable now. When
summer came my partner wanted to
move on, so I stayed stsyed and be
gan to build for the next winter. Ana
Tve been working at It ever since,
making little things like chairs and
tables and shelves, and fixing up game
heads whenever I got an extra good
one. And maybe two or three times a
Tear Td go out Got restless, yon
know. Tm not really a hermit by nature. Lord, the things I've packed in
here from the outside Books I hired
a whole pack train at Asbcroft once to
bring In Just books; they thought I
was crazy, I guess, rve quit this place
once or twice, but I always come back.
It's got that home feeling that I can't
find anywhere else. Only it has always
lacked one Important home quallnc
tlon," he finished softly. "Do you ever
build air castles
"No." Hazel answered untruthfully,
uneasy at the trend of his talk. She
was learning that Bill Wagstaff, for
all his gentleness and patience with
her. was a persistent mortal.
"Well, I do," he continued, unperturbed. "Lots of 'em. But mostly
around one thing a woman a dream
wsman because I never saw one that
seemed to fit In until Í ran across you."
Hazel pleaded,
"Mr. Wogstaff,"
"won't yon please stop talking like
that? It isn't It Isn't
"Isn't proper, I suppose," Bill sup
plied dryly, "Now, that's merely an
error, and a fundamental error on your
part, little person. Our emotion and
Instincts are perfectly proper when you
get down to fundamentals. You've got
an artificial standard to Judge by,
that's all. And I don't suppose you
have the least Idea how many Uves are
spoiled one way and another by the
operation of those same artificial standards In this little old world. Now, I
may seem to yon a lawless, unprincipled Individual Indeed, because Tve
acted contrary to your Idea of the accepted order of things. But here's my
side of It: rm In search of happiness.
We all are. I have a few Ideals and
very few Illusions. I don't quite believe
In this thing called love at first sight
That presupposes a volatility of emotion that people of any strength of
character are not likely to Indulge In.
But for Instance, a man can have a
very definite Ideal of the kind of women he would like for a mate, the kind
of woman he could be happy with and
could make happy. And whenever he
finds a woman who corresponds to that
Ideal he's apt to make a strenuous attempt to get hen. That's pretty much
bow I felt about yon."
"Yon had no right to kidnap me,"
Hazel began.
"You had no business getting lost
and making It possible for me to carry
yon off," Bill replied. "Isn't that logic?"
'Til never forgive you,'' Hazel
flashed. "It was treacherous and unmanly. There are other ways of winning a woman."
"Thar wasn't any. other way. open
1
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Hazel Saw That the Trunk Waa Filled
With Woman's Garments.

the shadows, throwing a ruddy glow
Into the far corners. Presently Bill
came In with a pair of candles which
he set on the mantel above the fire
place.
"By Jove 1" he said, looking down at
her. "Yon look good enough to eat I
I'm. not a cannibal, however," be con
tinued hastily, when Hazel flushed.
She was not used to such plain speaking. "And supper's ready. Come on I"
The table was set Moreover, to her
surpriseand yet not so greatly to her
surprise, for she was beginning to expect almost anything from this para
doxical young man It was spread with
linen, and the cutlery was silver, the
dishes china, In contradistinction to
the tinware of his camp outfit
As a cook Roaring Bill Wagstaff bad
no cause to be ashamed of himself, and
nazel enjoyed the meal, particularly
since she had eaten nothing since six
in the morning. After a time, when her
appetite was partially satisfied, she
took to glancing over his kitchen.
There seemed to be some adjunct of a
kitchen missing. A fire burned on a
hearth similar to the one In the living
room.' Pots stood about the edge of
the fire. But there was no sign of a
stove.
Bill finished eating, and resorted to
cigarette material Instead of his pipe.
"Well, little person," he said at last
"what do yon think of this joint of
mine, anyway?"
"I've Just been wondering," she replied. "I don't see any stove, yet yen
have food here that looks as If It were
baked, and biscuits that must have
been cooked In an oven."
"Yon see no stove for the good and
.

to me." Em grew suddenly moody.
"Not with yon In Cariboo Meadows,
rm taboo there. Why, rd have been at
your elbow when yon left the supper
table at Jim Brlggs that night If I
hadn't known how It would be, I went
there out of sheer curiosity to take a
look at you maybe out of a spirit of
defiance, too, because I knew that I
was certainly not welcome even If they
were willing to take my money for a
meal. And I came away all np In the
air. There was something about you
the tone of your voice, the way your
proud little head Is set on your shoulders, your makeup in general that
grouch
sent me away with a large-size- d
at myself, at Cariboo Meadows, and at
yon for coming In my way."
"Why?" she asked In wonder.
"Because you'd have believed what
they told you, and Cariboo Meadows
can't tell anything about me that Isn't
bad," he said quietly. "My record
there makes me entirely unfit to associate with that would have been your
conclusion. And I wanted to be with
yon, to talk to yon, to take you by
storm and make yon like me as I felt
I could care for you. Yon can't have
grown up, little person, without realis
ing that yon do attract men very
strongly. All women do, but some far
more than others."
"Perhaps," she admitted coldly.
"Men have annoyed me with their un
welcome attentions. But none of them
ever dared go the length of carrying
me away against my will. Yon cant
explain or excuse that"
Tm not attempting excuses," Bill
made answer. "There are two things
I never do apologize or bully. I dare
say that's one reason the Meadows
gives me such a black eye. If they
weren't a good deal afraid of me, and
always laying for a chance to do me
up, they wouldn't let me stay In the
town overnight So you can see what
a handicap I was under when It came
to making your acquaintance and,
courting yon In the orthodox manner."

sWam'wa nwiÍA at taAf mtafolrA
siriA
said bitterly, "If yon think you've removed the handicap, rve suffered a
great deal at the hands of men in the
past six months. Tm beginning to believe that all men are brutes at heart"

Roaring Bill sat up and clasped his
hands over his knees and stared fixedly
Into the fire.
"No," be said slowly, "all men are
not brutes any more than all women
are angels. TO convince yon of that"
"Take me borne, then," she cried forlornly. "That's the only way you can
convince me or make amends."
"No," Bill murmured, "that Isn't the
way. Walt' till yon know me better.
Besides, I couldn't take you out now If
I wanted to without exposing yon to
greater hardships than you'll have to
endure here. Do yon realize that Irs
fall, and we're In the high latitudes?
This snow may not go off at all. Even
If It does It will storm again before a
week. Yon couldn't wallow through
snow to your waist In
weather."
"People will pass here, and I'll get
word out" Hazel asserted desperately.
"What good would that do yonl
You've got too much conventional re
gard for what you term your reputa
tion to send word to Cariboo Meadows
that you're living back here with Roaring Bill Wagstaff, and won't some oni
please come and rescue yon." H
paused to let that sink In, then continued: "Besides, yon won't see
white face before spring; then only by
accident No one In the North, out
side of a few Indians, has ever seen
this cabin or knows where It stands."
She sat dumb, raging Inwardly. Foi
the minute she could have killed Roan
lng Bill. She who bad been so sure In
her Independence carried, whether 01
no, Into the heart of the wilderness at
the whim of a man who stood a self- confessed rowdy, In 111 repute among
his own kind, There was a slumbering devil In Miss Hazel Weir, and il
took little to wake her temper.
Shi
looked at Bill Wagstaff, and her breast
heaved. He was responsible, and bi
could sit coolly talking about It Thi
resentment that had smoldered against
Andrew Bush and Jack Barrow concentrated on Roaring BUI as the arch offender Of them all. And lest she yield
to a savage impulse to scream at him,
she got up and ran Into the bedroom,
slammed the door shut behind her, and
threw herself across the bed to muflU
the sound of her crying In a pillow.
After a time she lifted her head,
Outside, the wind whistled gustily
around the cabin corners. In tha
hushed Intervals she heard a steady
pad, pad, sounding sometimes close by
her door, again faintly at the far end
of the room. A beam of light shone
through the generous latchstring hola
In the door. Stealing softly over, she
peeped through this hole. From end
to end of the big room and back again
Roaring Bill paced slowly, looking
straight ahead of 'htm with a fixed,
absent stare, his teeth closed on his
nether lip. Hazel blinked wondering-ly- .
Many an hour In the last three
months she had walked the floor like
that bltlpg her lip In mental agony.
And then, while she was looking, Bill
abruptly extinguished the candles. In
the red gleam from the hearth she saw
him go Into the kitchen, closing the
door softly. After that there was no
sound but the swirl of the storm
brushing; at ber window.
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Albuquerque will have a new park
called the Rio Grande.
Oil Indications about Aztec are
looking more favorable as drilling pro

gresses,
Don Tlburclo Lopez of Las Cruces
was Instantly killed when he was
struck by lightning.
Wool shipments from San Juan
county total 600,000 pounds, and some
wool 1b still stored.
A deposit of coal, lying 130 feet below the surface, has been found by a
well driller near Portales.
state highway
The
will connect Magdalena with the rich
gold mining camp at Mogollón.
An Important discovery of molybdenum has been made near the Colorado-New
Mexico Une south ot La
Jara.
Under the call for 220,000 men to
mobilize between July 22 and 25, New
Mexico will send 740 draft registrauU
to Camp Travis, Tex.
To add to the safety of New Mex-co'- s
securities, a new burglar and tire
proof safe was placed In the office ot
,
the state treasurer at the capítol.
A number of Clovls people have
filed claims on the salt lake southwest of Portales which it is thought
contains a heavy deposit of potash.
Seven out of ten first prizes In the
Bird Puzzle Contest conducted by the
Albuquerque Qarae Protective Association were won by Pueblo and Navafo
Indians.
Governor Lindsay granted a tweuly-on- e
day reprieve for J. O. Starr of Las
Cruces, sentenced to hang July S for
the murder of Sheriff Dwlght Stephens
of Luna county.
Fred LeClerc of Aztec died In a
Colo., hospital of a blood clot
on the brain, which Is supposed to
have resulted from an injury infllciel
by a mad bull.
Mrs. Elsie Marley, formerly Miss
Elsie- - Hungerford of Gallup, was acquitted of murder after the Jury was
out over eight hours. Mrs. Marley was
tried for the alleged murder of Harvey
Hondo-Mogollo-

n

Powell.

After being out all night at Las
Vegas, the Jury returned a verdict of
not guilty in the case of the State vs.
Jose Munoz, who was tried for the
murder of Juan Ballejo on June 9 at
Campano.
The cotton crop on 8,000 acres under the Carlsbad project is said to be
15 per cent in advance of what it was
at this time last year. Cotton, alfalfa
and wheat promise prosperity (or
Carlsbad this year.
' San Miguel county is fast coming to
the front as one of the big school centers of the state. The county now has
ninety school buildings which accommodate over 7,000 pupils, requiring
the services of 117 teachers.
Ninety-onyears old and still a
That Is the distinction
which entitled Matt Crosby, a resident
of Ocate, to be a guest of honor at the
Fourth Annual Cowboys Reunion at
East Las Vegas, July 3, 4 and 5.
After a short preliminary hearing
e

before

JudKe W. W. McClellan,

.

Dr.

Franklin J. Patchin, charged with in
voluntary manslaughter as the result
girl at
of the death of a
Albuquerque, was bound over to await
the action of the grand Jury.
There is plenty of fish in the T.lo
So Game and Fish
Arriba country.
Warden Theodore Rouault, Jr., discov
ered on a recent trip to that county
with a nartv of friends. He fished in
the Brazos and Chama rivers and in
various creeks and reports that fish
eight to fifteen inches in size are plen- tlful.
Seven young ladies carried the banners of the five allied nations fighting
Germany and the Red Cross and Pyth
ian emblems at the Scottish Rite cathedral at Albuquerque on the occasion of a patriotic meeting held by
Santa Fé lodge No. 2, Knights of Pythias, the cathedral being used by courtesy of 4he Masonic fraternity.
Roselle O'Neal, otherwise known as
"Billy, the Brown Skin Girl," plead
guilty to violation of section 13 before
United States District Judge Neblett
at Santa Fé. This section forbids
having immoral relations wtthln five
miles of an army camp. It was alleged she was living with an army captain at Columbus', and it Is reported
the officer has been relieved of his
command. Judge Neblett fined Rosalie
.
O'Neal $100 and costs, which she paid.
In line with Roaring Bill's forecast;
The Tularosa Community Ditch
the weather cleared for a brief span, Company is considering the building
and then winter shut down In earnest
a concrete dam across the river at
Dally the cold Increased, till a half-Inc- h of
at an estimated cost of $2,
layer of frost stood on the cabin Tularosa,
B00.
panes.
.J.
There are 446 prisoners on the register of the New Mexico penitentiary
and of this number there are 347 in
How Hazel passes the winter
s
In the "wilds" and what
the pen, and 99 outside doing road
when spring brings a
work.
Fire destroyed the Hotel Bates at
chance for her release, Is told
In the next Installment
Carlsbad, causing a loss estimated al
A part of the furniture wa
$75,000.
saved. Three men were overcome bj
(TO BB CONIUiUD4
smoke, but were rescued.
hap-pen-
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Grocers of the nation have accepted

ented or Decled land. Come let enthusiastically tho
basis for tb.e
us talk to you about your loan.
purcha.se f wheat flour aud are
dcg
their utmost to explain the new
J. E. WILDMAN,
to the housewife. This rull
by
Loan and Insurance Agencv, the U. S.
Pood Administration ivjúíres
Oííice at residence,
KUi, JN.M. each purchaser of
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The American's Creed
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Titles to Lands In the Mora Grant are being
straightened out and we are also prepared
Sfv. to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

Wheat Ruling to
Thousands of Customers Insures- Greater Food Saving.

loan you MONEY on your
on

Christian Church.
Your
presence is necessary.
F ft IVEY Supt

V. P. S. C. E,
O. Defrees, President
Miss liluan Crinkb, Sec'y,
Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.
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Mass twice each month 2d and
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They will be
schools and colleges.
Bach"Is that the truth?" asked
to
substitutes In bread, one-hadrawn from the armed forces of the iller.
substitute In muffins; brenkfast
nation, men now in training camps or
"Of course not," said the sitter d!f
porridge, use freely; oatmenl cookies,
about to bo called, and registrante n?.í?dl.v.
"That's conversation."
oatmeal nottp.
under the selective service Iuw.
udles' Horn-.- Journal.
h
Buckwheat Flour, 2 Pounds.
With a view to Mobilizing the educasubstitute in bread, buckNvhent
tional institutions of the country for
1
cakes.
;
lhls special training there has been
Boiled for din2 Pounds.
Hominy,
created In the war department a "comNear beer and temperance drinks
mittee on education nnd special train- joining within the designation of malt ner, birticd for 'dinner, with cliees
sauce.
Office and Exchange, ROY, N. M.
ing." It will encourage and arrange
liquor are Included ln the President's
substiRice, j Pounds.
t
for the technical education of men proclamation limiting brewers of beer
substiE
needed by tho several branches of the to 70 per cent of the amonnts of grains tute In wheat bread,
PHONE
with
at Springer.
Connects
(a
for
boiled
dinner
bread,
In
corn
tute
army.
ind other food materials that were oread cut), as a brenkfast food, to
'
.
jscd last year.
'hicken soups, rice pudding Instead of
Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
the
Cyclopedia,"
providing
A "War
or pic, rice batter cakes.
Mich'gnn
chapand
Lines con
Massachusetts
and intermediate points.
public with information on the great
Several grocers have stated thai
war In the form of a handbook, la the ters or the Haughtersof th RevoluService- Koy City Exchange,
Efficient
strictly
who
observe
nected.
customers
heir
rooms
tion nre establishing
latest publication issued by the
he I I whentless meals each week find
tn cantonments.
These department
on public Information.
t necessary tc buy substitutes In ad
nun
The salient facts of the war are arc opened for hospitnia, where
lltlon o those ordered under the 00-briefly stated in alphabetical form in deeds of garments are mended caca
plua.
week.
200 pages,
The cyclopedia also
a chrnnoipry of oulstiindliij

I

íj;:;v:i:i al car

ta"!----

I

and LIVERY

N

Cars Housed and Cared for

-

U"ri8"ht

íl'lí

Repair Work ITsolSta'

Proprietor

ROY,

Masses: 8 and 10 a jn.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

.,...

Roy Garage

k

Rev. Fr.

Methodist Episcopal Church
ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.
.3rd Sunday
Roy Christian
Church
11 a m and 7:30 p m

af

2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
11 a m and 7:30 p m
W. C. Heaton,

New Mex.

SALES

STA

PS

El Dorado Hotel

1st Sunday
3d Sunday,

.

11 A. M.
7.0J P. M,

Rradley,
Mosquero,

A.M.

11

P.M.

7

at Liberty,

11

Solano,

3,

R. L. MATTHEW,

A.M.

P.

M.

fas tor,

BAPTIST

First Sunday in each montn.
Servicer 11, A. M., 7.30, P, M.
Rev, W. A. Dawn, Pastor,
CHRISTIAN

ROY
Services

2d Sunday of each-mont11 a. m. 8,00 PM.

at
4th Sunday of each month .rat

liar-lowe-

11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.

Communion service
ing service.

at the

PLEASANT

morn-

VIEW

First Sunday each Month at

rs

3,

p.m.

MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.

--

.

Mosquero,

2nd & 4th Sundays

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

a
Purchaser,

j

at

Bradley,

I

Avery Tractor

Pastor

SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT

j

Tourists ard

Felix Vachon,
Priest in charge,

!

SHIS

'

Mvra

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

Bring your teeth troubles.

This piper has enlisfed Final Receipt as well as

III

,

O.

i

W;Hearn, Pastor.

LODGE DIRECTORY

....

j

I. O. O. F.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

Baum Bro's.

j

j

j

atinos-piiere-

--

d

y

Evening
Visiting Brothers always 'wel
come.

Chas. A. Pearp
J. E. Wildman, Sec'y.

one-fourt- h

(

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Pridajt
Evening each month
I. O.O. F. Hall
Miss

Visiting Sisters welcame

Prc&

J. B. LUSK

one-thir- d

Attorney

One-fourt-

.

One-fourt-

to me

Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop

ROY

Then you will have a
PUBLIC SALE.

one-thir- d

LONG-DISTANC-

Rural-Communi-

There's only one REAL Auctioneer in the Country, Thats

-

v

ty

coin-iiiltt-

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

con-tul-

NEW MEXICO

? SELLING OUT?

One-fourt- h

-

at Law

Prompt and Carefui Attention
Gi'wb all Business Intrusted

lf

one-thir- d

'

Lillian Grtntrr m n
Secf.

Mrs.Grace V. Ogden

one-thir- d

tl

a

m

Rebekah Degree

s

C.N.

one-thti- d

t

at

Mora, New Mexico

OUT

PROGRAM.

CARDS

UNION SVNDAY SCUOOLeJ
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

FOOD ADMINISTRATION
,

Church Directory

Abstractor

Tom. J. Taylor,

C. Ü. Strong, County Treasurer,

of Maren Mules and
50-5- 0
Hordes for Sale will take a good
Ford Auto in trade. I also have
some good milch cows for bale
SIGN PLEDGE TO
Inquire at the
Office.

Dentist Coming

riththc government in the
cause of America for the
period of the war.

"

grocers help

16 Head

'

IRVIN OGDEN, SR.
HD!TOP.

Cattle Ford

TRADE-IIor- ses

Col. F.O.WHITE
His

address is MILLS N. M.
You can have SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at the
Spanisft-Aroerica-

n

New Mexico,

Office.

-

Roy,

"

8?)WJS

TH

f.UTABLE. GAI HtrSlNU UK 178 Í

0

BUFFALO

HERD

Convention Thst Formed Constitution
of United States Assembled at
Philadelphia May 25.

largest and

Most Picturesque
Group hi World

that formed the
of the United States met at
Philadelphia on the 20th of May, 17S7.
The articles of confederation under
which the revolutionary war wiw)
fought were not satisfactory, and It
was proposed to tunead them. Most
of tho delegates to the convention
were so Instructed. The states of 'Virginia, Pennsylvania, mid New Jersey

Animals Roam Over Now National Fl
serve Covering Area of 107,003
Acres Near Walnwright, B, C.
',

Fo-.ter-

square

chick-duck-

paradise.
Everywhere are outlines of old buffalo trails and wallows. These wallows are being reopened by the new
denizens and once again the trails are
being marked by the hoofs of the
The grasses are the kind that
the buffalo specially like. As tho ordinary span of n buffalo's life Is one
hundred years, It may he that some
of the herd are revisiting scenes cf
their youth.
Michael Pablo, from whom the Canadian government purchased the herd.
Indian and one of
Is a
the wealthiest of the redmen. He resolved $200,000 from the Dominion for
pure-bloode- d

000 head of buffalo.

Aroused by the loss of these buffalo,
the United States has established
n national bison Tange In the Plat-hea- d
Indian reservation In Montana,
comprising 12,000 acres near the towns
of Ravalli and Dixon, and It will bo
stocked by the American Bison society. Some nnlmals for a nucleus may
be obtained from a herd of about 80,
owned by the Conrad estate near
Kali-spel-

l.

New Headgear In Paris.
A new headdress strange - to tho
French capital has been seen in the
streets of Paris. It is the famou blue
bonnet of the Polish militia, which Is
being worn by tho soldiers of tho new
Polish army. Otherwise their uniform
Is that of the French soldier.
For
some months, at the camp of Mont-lucowhere a number of Polish prisoners are Interned, the national headdress, made by the prisoners themselves and ornamented 'th the Polish
colors, red and white, has been worn
by them on their way to and from
work. They are very anxious not to
be taken by the French people for
In the courtGermans or Austrinns.
yard of n chateau in which they tire
Intoned the prisoners congregate, in
their leisure hours, and sing part
songs. On 'July 11. the anniversary cf
the' fall of the Dastile, they began
their concert with the "Marseillaise."
Needless to say, the Polish prisoners

7-

d

prisoners.
Noncommittal.
"How are you fixed for your winter
coal?" asked the inquisitive person.
"I've got n suitable place for It," replied Mr. Jihway, who doesn't bellevo
la telllns: everybody about his Anna-clul.

'

Jutu.

1Í),

fin 'KM
V

''"

-

1

1

frn,l

(its. k:i

Nvj:

Swtiju..

Wl-SW- i.
WJ-ílF-

J

Jua-lo--

on At g Hi, 1915, made Iittfas-UNo. (2i'i.'?, for
Sc
R,2:. U , N. U. i'. M , I,.',
IV,
ih-i. etico iif i.it.nlii.n 1
malta fina
e
jear proof to establish. claim t
h'i lanl abo'.v .1. s. rim d, Lufi: W.i:
,
U.S. Cummi i.iiooer, at his-- 1
.Is in
N.
cu Aw-201918.
Claimant name- - us witnesses:
Fhomas E Mil l.iil
Frftc-fCona!?:
I'Vlix Sandoval
I'wku Ccnzaie
all i f Albert N M

'.try

xtm m.,..!,!;,.,, h...
i,,v ,,
i
rtí
!,fnrf!íL'1
ííliiíl
pi i! a Villi.
ní!i'fí
4. U1C
ltlV.1.1. HUl.f. ..fc IULV.ltl.U.1 ....
Tnrce year proof to e.tabli.h clain
to the lan-.I- above dí';.cri.e.L, l.c ore
V II l.'.,.l.,i. 11
Colli II .S: K)1'.! ht Li:
"
.
M.,
fiug 7th bli
at i,0"
',tn3SQs:
Claimant' sames u.
(J. (.' wright
J 1. Sr.);!
Win. U Johnsja
a G I.each
.

0ll-c-

All of Roy,

7

NLJ-NW-

-i

'

BUT REGRETS WONT HELP MATTERS,
THE REAL
THING TO DO IS TO BUCKLE DOWN NO- W- TODAY, AND
OPEN A BANK ACCOUNT WITH THE MONEY YOU HAVE
IN YOUR POCRET.

.t

h--

.

iViJl-ox-

c.--

'

YOU CANf TURN BACK THE UNIVERSE,
YESTERDAY
15 GONE, x IF YOU SPENT ALL YOU MADE IT IT IS GONE-GO- NE
FOREVER.

wh

11.

U

,

tk
U b

Department cf the Interior U. S. Lai.
Clayton, N. M., June 1?, Vm-Nutice is lieieby givtn tl'iat
LVasquez , of Albert, N. M

hhii--

,

New Mexico,

PAZ VALVERDE,.

VALV2B.DK, Rsgister.

COME TO OUR BANK,

Roy Tru&t& Savings Bank

Ei sister.

0

NOTICE

10U PUBLICATION

IlTT;ansl)ury.

ICR PUBLICATION
of tiie interior.
Land Olt'lee at Clayton, N.
June 12,, 1918

NOTICE

Department of the Interior, U. S. Lant
Cilice at Clayton, New Mexico,
June. 19, l'jiá
Notice is hereby given that James

.'ejiartment
J. S.

M

of

sl-S'-

Jtl-.nsc-

Resiste.

FOR PUBLICATION

biiUot-proo-

Department of the Inferior, U. S. Land
Ofliee at Clayton, New Mexico
June 13, 1918
Notice 3 hereby given that
Felipe Martinez
of Sabiniwo,

WJ-SEl-

Lots

1&2 &

?cc7

NKJ-N-

Toll N. P.ng 26 IC. NMPM,his filed
tice of intention to make

no.

three year proof
to establish claim to the land
above described, before
F. H. Foster, U S Commissioner al
cw Mexico

Roy,

tn

Aug.10, 1918

Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose di la Cruz, Martinet
Luis Martinez
Cüsimcro Jaramillo
Roman M. Truji j,
1

All of Sabinoso,

0

-

'

New Mexico

CiíKáoírom 41.3i;'Tte,ct

"n

oi bicyeJes.

J

All

ioi c ncri n'zes
01--

pictured

colors i:i our latest
yf'Jyyc:.'.i!oiT.n.ituralTherd
era mnnv othpi
'

r

fíWmmVM
tio
fit
Mtfl
'if Nfmi
lim
ñwMUwmMl
iKs r'c3r.v.J'j
1M4?&VX:.T3
rü-U

IitlCES, from 9K.1S,
a Mead bicycle tó

Thoro is

rider- - lectric
models, Racers, Janlora
models too-- all
tit
rossiblo only byour Fsctory- Eeilinrj policy.

lV.c.ir.'.;;-r.i-

f:- -

WW

KWVH.4SÍI

ft

c':ii-Jrc-- -

n.-.7- ,-,

V'J
A

AV4

of every

írs

on

VXV

r.'.v

ITICÜ

íi'iutjí-- niEiaiiT

"

w v,n
T.sa
IllAB send t bo

charges fully elect,
tre- b'cvclo

yon o

lr.jr, troo trial actual riding test.
charges, if you decida
K6ft Vo
no; t j Lccp ic, ano mane no cnarge for
xffi
,M7c;rar.a i.ar auring trial. Wo maleo
iVT'l r.
cifjit tj Influenco your deciEiou.
triui j cu at cur cxpcncc.
pa7i-3tnr-

Wl

.

ROY,

N. M,

Mrs. J.N. Renfro, Prop'r.
Refurnished
thru jut,
comfortable Rooms,.

Large,

First Class Dining Room Service

Transcitnt Trade Solicited.
Himalayas Hirjhest Mountains.
The highest moiiutidn.s In the world,
.Imt is, continuous, range of greatest
ivcrage height,, are the Himalaya
mountains In Asia.. The range or sys
tem is nearly 1,500 miles long, more
than 100 fnllcs. wide, contains many
mountains from 10,000 to 18,000 feet
high, and a number much higher. One
2
of them, Munt Everest, rises to
feet and Is tho highest on the
globe. There tire fifteen other moun8
to
tains in the range from 22,2-1fcft In height. Of 20 mountains In
the world, which are over. 22,000 feet
high, 15 are In tho Himalayas and five
ÍH the Andes in South America, the
highest in the Andes being an extinct
23.-27-

vulcano 2o,000 feet. The famous Chim,
to
be
believed
long
In
borazo,
'
the highest mountain lu the Andes, Is
(low known to be only 20, tOS feet above
June 12, 1918
sea level, and there are at least seveu
given
Í3
hereby
that
Notice
other peaks in the Andes that are
Cerilia M. de Beltran, widow of Manuel higher.
The highest In tho Rocky
Beltren, deceased, of Roy, New Mex, mountains nre Mount McKinley, 20,401
who on July 8,1913 madd HE no.0203!9
feet, and St. Elias, 13.013 feet, both iu
Lot 1, Alaska. There are many peaks In the
Sec. 19;
for Lot 4;
to 15,840
Section 39 Twp lil N, R 25 E. "NMPM. Rocky mountains from 10,000
miles. There
filed notice of intention to make three feet, or from two to three
year proof, to establish claim to tne are 5,280 feet la a. mile.
land above described, buti.-rV. II. Willcox U.S Commissioner at
Intensive Farmlnj Aids Engianí.
1918
Roy New Mexico on August 12
For n thousand years and moro
Claimant names as witnesses:
vhcat has bci-- a staple crop in Great
Juan. Sandoval Britain; a few hundred years measJuan Ifidio Romcrn
Nico.'as Sandoval ure the period of wheat growing m
S. ferino Garcia
Canada, and In parts ol Canada the
All of Roy, New Mexico
naturally fertile valley of the St. LawPAZ VALVERDE
Register rence, for Instance th'.' growing of,
wheat has píácíiciilly been abandoned
because the yield is not large enough
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
to make It i;ay. Great Britain Is an
old country; its fields, have been
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land cropped for more than ten centuries.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Canada Is a new country, much of Its
Jure 13, 1918
soil having been first tilled by Its present occupiers; hut in Great Britain
Notice 3 hereby given that
Jose Ines l'crea, of Gallegos, N. Müx the average yield of wheat per nerd
Can-Bd- n
who on Apr. 24ih 1915, made II K no Is almost 32 bushels, vh;rcas In
The
climate
20
bushels.
only
1s
It
Sec 2U Township
SEHSJ-NJ- 019345-foIs in Canada's favor; intensive fann17 N Rang 29 E
ing is in Britain's, and the result Is
intenof
filed
notice
N. M. P. M., has
11 b'ishels an acre more.
estion to make three year proof, to
tablish claim to the land above deU. S.
scribed before F
Woman's Ability to DissemUe.
Commissioner at Roy New Mexico on
n niarrlc:'. woman feels unWhen
1918
Aug. 12
and'forlorn
happy
and catches soma
witnesses:
Claimant names as
voman, who tried to but didn't get her
-Sandovavl
Jiigmio
z
Saneh
Trenida
husbtiJ.d, looking at he? she perks up
Zacarías Cordova Antonio Aragón
ami nssmiKJ a joyón
All of Gallegos, New Mexico
look which would fool her own mother,
Atchlsop Globe.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Ulhce Ulayton incw iviexico.

Eeu-itlor-

EJ-S-

i

0

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

1

iüáfteti fetl m M wm fill

MJ1

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

7--

0

?

soup-proo-

'15,
who on 4 23, '11 &
male II E No 617638 and a.d'1 020137 for
NEí-Sli- í
:
and for
Sosl, Twp.
17N, lliv. 25 E and Lot 3
Lot
4, Sc3.(l:

Southwestern Hotel

29,-D0-

Chance for a Ceniuo.
Inventor "Do you want to buy my
r
vesw
new'y patented
mieresict:
riiuincioi "No; 'but I'll
vest." Peck.
f
In a
i

Courier-Info-

'

- 4.

d.

A'l of Alberf. New Mexico,

NOTICE

1

Af .wnv ncrpa.
-

for $4,200.00, casL).
This farm is well improved has
6 rooms, j?ood
t?ood newhouse-owindmill,,
barn, all fenc
well and
cultiva1G0
under
acres
ed and
and
Delivery,
tion, Rural Free
tplpnhone. 200 yards to School
and chureji, Good young orchard,
of three acres with shade trees
and vi:adbreak. Good neigbhor-hooApply to
U A. CANOX Roy N.M.

Claimant names us witnesses:
M tel. ell , Frank C:onzs!e
Pedro Gcnzales
Felix Sandoval

rmant,

Arabs.

at Liberty
School 13 miles northeast of Roy
fo-- m
1 Li

Thonv-aV- .

PAZ VALVERDE,

.

For ninety days I will offer my

ML'1-NW-

i

Ohservatlon by travelers and others
who have vIsIídó ?n Palestine show
that the Arabs of the Syrian Desert
have an extraordinary fondness for
A few whiffs make them
tobacco.
giddy and give them a headache. Even
a cigarette Is too much for them. A
common smoke among Arabs consists
of the dry leaves of a plant belonging
to the genus Hyoscynnuis, and called
by the Arabs "Sekharan."
It has
fleshy leaves and purple flowers. Tho
smoking of these leaves produces a
sort of Intoxication or delirium, which
the Arabs prefer to the "white man's

improved Farm for Sale

,

Notice is hereby e;ivcn that
Pacomjo Velasr,u z.oi Albert Npw ilex
vhn.on Jan 2J 19 13. Aug1. lü.l'MS made
Homoileid Entry, No
foi
3K4 SEi Section,,.
T 2j N. R 2SE
J
i
Sec. 7.
Sic.18;
7
Township
Sentina
29 N,
23 E.
N. M. P.
HatiK
.M., has filed, notice of intention to
make three
proof, to establish
Aairn to the. Void above described, before W Jl.Wililcox U S. Commissioner
at Ren-- , New Mexico, on Aug

II v, N. M.' who.
II. M NoOiSX'O foi
Deci7,I9ilm:u,o
tn
Dull
With
,ooIv
Tired of Chopping
bl 'J'U'nlU lwp. 19N. l.nz. 2ol
Sh. 1. Ensilv Snticfied.'Deinite
IN. M. P. Meridian has filed notice 0;
Newly Acquired Wealth.
.intention to make Final Three tear
On a clear cool evening In the early 1'roü to e?tublUh claim to the lant
fWmr n man 011 n horse crossed tho Scribed, Lei ore F. H. Foster, U. S
Commissioner at Kov, N. M., on th.
rltlce of a mountain, and, seeing a
1918.
cabin In tho valley, turned his horso 7th tluy of Aug.
Claimant names a3 witnesses:
In that direction. The cabin v as white
washed mid clean. The mountaineer
JLS.ii.h
CF Wright
i,nd tila fnmllv en nn thn nnreli. Rev
' G G Leach
W111.G.
eral children played in tho yard. Tho
'
27
Ail of Roy New Mexico
stranger arrived at tho gate and was
Invited In and sat down on tho porch
PAZ VALVERDE,
with the family.
Register
"Stranger," r.sketl the mountaineer,
"are you interested In our oil up here!"
K0TIC2 FOR PÜ3LICATI02T.
'I
"Well, no," raid the stranger.
haven't much faith in oil. I bear of
Department of tbe Interior
these people who suddenly siriko It
U.
Land Office at Clayton, .N,'. M
rich, but I never find them."
Juno 19, 1D1H
Tho old man chuckled and said; "I
am one. Yesterday I was poor; today Notice is hereby civen that RoLertL.
I am rich. I was just asking my fam- Salisbury, t.f Hoy M,M. who on Dcc.r.
ily, now that we could have things, 191 1 made Homestead
Entry No.
what they would rather have. Now, 01S397 fo.-14
John here, he wants a horse, and MolSec. 13,
TV), 19.H.
ly wants a new dress, and Susio eays SWf
Un- 25K
NMP.M. has filed notice ol
she'll take books. P.y the way, wife,
three-yta- r
pro'ol
intention to make
what would you rather have?"
in
the
required
of. home
manner
mina
never
lady
old
hesitated
The
ute. "Well," she said, "I'm pretty tired stead entrymea to establish claim to
cutting wood with n dull ax; I'll hnvo the land above
described,
before
a new as." narpers Magazine.
hii Commanding Officer In tha, U.S
Service
and
before
his witns.-e-- t
Romance Has Vision.
F. II. Foster. U.S. Commissioner, at his
The young gentleman who wrote hli Office Roy.N. M. on August X, 1913
name on an egg chipped from his faclaimant names as witnesses:
ther's farm together with the stateC F Wright
J. L. Smith
ment that he wanted a "nlco littla
G.
G G Lcadi
Wn.
Jthnoi
wife," notes tho Rartow (Fia.)
A!l of Ro N Mex
has received n blow in
PAZ VALVERDE,
the answer from n woman, who replied
briefly and effectively, "You poor
Register.
boob!"
"Has Romance Died?" Is the caption put on the story by an editor who
prints It. That question Is easy to answer. Romance is deathless. Rut the
wotnanVho got the Inscribed egg had
sense enough to know that tiie type of
1
rf )4iA 'ilit'fiiffil'iirt-rfe
f 43
romance Indicated wss a flimsy sort on
which to build a life work.
Love may be blind, but the true romance has visit.:. And It requires n
more substantia foundation than nn
.eggshell.
May the sentimental youth find &
sensible happiness around the corner.
One doesn't need to wish romance foi
i.l'.-- 4
Utl-y-tho Iconoclastic young woman. She'll
,".11
right.
fret hcr's
cr

-

1

I

6nioke."

tafeiy- - So - Ride?
If yon decido to ktep it

w

Smoking Backwards.
Tho peculiarities of tiie ancient
smokers are themselves a study as
woll as an education.
The negritos
smoke with the lighted end of the
cl(,'ar in their mouth let tho reader
picture In his mind a man smoking
with theliglíted end of a cigar or
cigarette stuck calmly In his moiitbj
no fear of'bTirnlng the tongue or othfrr
possible harm; just smoking and enjoying the weed ns would tho most
unconcerned among white men, wild
prefer the lighted end the other ttnp.
orouml.

V-- j

roit PUBLICATION

NOTICE

Notice is hereby, given thai
oí Hoy, N.. M.
Thomas E Sansbury,
who on Dec. 17, 1011 madelLliNo

NEW AX CLD LADY'S CHOICE

&f

juaáet
Mffepfhemsafe
in Qur Bank.

-

-- KGIICE f CS PUBLICATION.
Department of the lalnrior U.
Oiiico at Claytoiv New Me&tca

.

The Delirium

Feigns Blindness, Is Freed.
A professor of the Sorbonne, the
Kreat French university, recently obtained his release from a German military prison by n remarkable exercise
of will power.
He fell Into the hands of the Germans In 1915. Deciding at once to get
free In some way, he feigned blindness. From that time It was impossible for the German military doctors
or eye specialists to catch him off his
guard.
They subjected him to the
severest tests, such as sudden apparitions of .unfamiliar and unexpected
objects, sudden transitions from complete- obscurity to dazzling light. He
was tortured by scientific ways of
verifying sightlessness, but never c.icc
departed from a fixed, blank gaze, presenting always an absolute absence of
expression in ftls eyes. He was finally
declared totally blind and Included In
recent exchange of permanently

n
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fecelve preferential treatment.
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miles. It is 20 miles In tin air line
the longest wry across. A wire fence
eight feet high and 73 miles In length
incloses It.
When the feneo was construcfedJt
was found that 12 wild deer and one
wapiti bad been fenced in. Thirteen
small laicos mid a number of strear.is
s
Prairie
(ire within the parle.
imd other g:mc find a resting place here undisturbed by tho
hunter. The park Is truly a buffalo
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Their
area of 107,000 acres

n Hold on to

Department of the Interior, U. S. Lanf"
Olliee at Clayton, New Méx.,
Jane 18 , 1918.
June 9. 19:8
Not'ce is hereby given that Thorn-- 1
Notice is hereby given that John J Bowman, of Solano f.'ora County. N
Taylor, of Roy, New Mexico, who or
l., who, .rh Nov. ?, 1911. mdc limi
Set.t.8. Mi, made UK. No.GITUüi foi
e'i.Jrjr No. 01717 frr NEl.S. a.:l2
J
See! and Nwl i'ec. 2i
SW'i:
and NJ N '.VJ,, Seciiot, 1,7
I'v.p. 18 N., K. 27 E. , N. M. P. M. ri
N M.P
Range
Township lliN.
litio, ha's filed notice of intention tt
Meridian, has" filed notice of intentior nake llr.1
three vcar nroof. to esi;.!.
to make three year final proof to estab
clahn to the land above desculad
lish claim. to the land abuva describe!
before Jack T. Mills. I;. S. Comn before- - l II.
U . com,, atlioi doner,
at his office Solano, N. M.,.01
N M on. the 8'h. day of. Au.
,
1918.
in
Claimant names as witnesses:
Clcirau'int names
W 11 Bauiu
Earl I'anm.
J W r'ov.man
J w Hetkmam
Ctar.-cUN Linker
l.effitr'
A ü Tufillo
John Hoi ton
Ali of Hoy New Mexico
a'l cf Solano N M
.PAZ VALVERDS,
- 27
PAZ VALVERDB.
Iiegister
I!e;'i;te
SWJ-NW-

Tim largest herd of buffalo In the
world Is now owned by Cunada; They appointed their delegates "for the purpose of revising the federal constituform a pietiircxque group as" (hey
tion"; North Carolina, New Hamp
ronm over the new national reserve
shire, Delaware and Georgia, "to tie- set npurt for them near Wninwrlgiit,
cide upon the most effectual means to
n Pity 12Ó miles ast of Edmonton, o:i
remove the defects of the fed.'ral
tin; Grand Trunk TaeiGc railway. ,
Oanr.diaiw recognized tho need of Union"; New York, Massachusetts
ex- action if the bison, were to be pro and Connecticut, "for the sola and
press
purpose
revising
of
the
articles
7ei''(l, and purchased prnelirnMy tho
if. confederation" ; South Carolina and
látiro herd of COO or 700 frroa Mlehivt
.Maryland,
"to render the federal con-- !
Pablo of Montana, who had carefully
actual
gathered tliein together nnd protect- Htltutlou entirely adequate to the
situation." Cut when tho convention
ed them on his givut rar.ch near Ramet discussion of the situation led tho
valli.
delegates to decide upon framing an
In the Wuimvrii-.hluiiional purli
entirely new constitution Instead of
were plared inoro than 50!) buffalo.
up the old articles of con-patching
whi"h were transponed ivrixi tho
federation.
'Itilcrnalioniil boundary lino by train
sat nearly tmr
The convention
from tho Pablo raneii.
The round1 tii of Septemher.
on
months,
and
the
ing up and Innd'n.? on the cars of
was
1787, the eompleUd
11i!
large íminticr of nnlanied anifilgned by the president of tho conven
yovmg
was
no
light
imd
their
mals
and by nil
task,-miafter n long period of hard lion, Goor " Washington,
the me mbers except three. It pro- -'
work moro than 1."0 of tho most unthy
ruly had been left behind, havi.il? Vided that "tho ratlileations of
boj
states
of
nine
shall
conventions
Btnmpodifl every lima tin nifemyt
mfl!M..n far the (..Isibllslinient of thin
was, made to drive them r.owar.1 a
constitution between the states so raticorral.
fying the same." The lirst istate to
Tiie natural Inórense in the herd hast
brought the number to nearly 1.000. ratify it was Delaware,, on December
7, 17S7, and the ninth was New HampIn the present favorable environment
shire, on June 21, 17SS. This made it
It Is expected that they will multiply
the constitution of the states that had
rapid'y.
ratified it, they constituting the union,
Alfhoiigh kept within ,the bounbut New York did not ratify until July
can
daries of the reserve the bison
20. 17SS. North Carolina until Novem
o
be In confinement.
haniy be wiid-tstamping grounds cover nn ber, Í7S0, and Khodo Island until June,
'

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Oiiico at Clayton, New Mexico,
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FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug' Store

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
Perodicals and Stationery

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
N. Mex.
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TO GROW ORAHGES

"At

Not

SED CROSS

Land In Florida Suitable
to Production.

No Mora Beautiful Sight In the World
Than a Fine Orange Grove Bear.
Ing Fruit and Blossoms

Many ships bearing
nurses and wounded
soldiers have been tar
oets for the German
U-Bo-

AH

Concurrently.

ats
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y-í;- :
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Don't let anybody fool himself with
the idea that he can grow oranges
anywhere In Florida, writes John A.
Slelcher in Leslie's Weekly. Tho orange needs a soli adapted to it It
thrives best not In the white and you
see under the pines, but in a yellow
loam. The pines are cut or burned
and the palmetto cleared away. Then
J the land Is plowed and harrowed at a
cost of about $25 per acre for clearing
with colored labor at 18 cents an hour.
budded stock Is
Then
plnnted.
It comes from the nurseries
carefully boxed and packed and looks
young tree about two
like a sawed-of- f
or three Inches in diameter. The
acreage Is first carefully plotted out in
regular rows, with stakes 25 feet apart.
A hole is dug and the orange tree Is
carefully laid In, at a depth of two or
three feet. A basin I left about the
tree Into which a quantity of water is
poured and then the soil Is heaped up
to the level, or higher, as circumstances may require. These young orange trees cost from 75 cents to $2
each at the nursery, and will begin to
bear in four or five years, If they survive the frost, Insects and gophers or
land turtles that burrow around the
roots.
An acre of mature bearing orange
or grapefruit trees Is expected to yield
from $1,000 to $2,000 net to the owntimes as these.
er In such
I saw a grove of nine and a half acres
near Lakeland for which an offer of
The own$20,000 had been refused.
er, It was said, received over $6,000
for his crops this year. At the Lake
Highland Country club, Mr. Hallam
told me he planted his orange groves
In 22 rows of 22 trees, or 484 to a
bude
plot, using
ded trees that cost 75 cents each.
hlgh-prlce- d
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(1917). The torpedo
night of March
this hospital ship Is Included In the list of achieve
as reported Jn the Germents claimed by
man wireless press message yesterday."
The Asturias didn't sink, although 43 died In
the tragedy, Including two women, and 39 were
The torpedo rendered her helpless, as
Injured.
her rudder had been carried away. Captain Lawa
drove the sinking ship for shoal water. As she
was off the rocky shore of Cornwall, If he did suc-c- c
d In beaching her the chances of saving the ship
All Captain Laws thought of was
would
to get her somewhere where she wouldn't sink ere
her wounded had been removed.
As luck would have It, the Asturias took matters
Into her own hands and In the darkness missed a
reef, rounded a headland and brought up on one
of the few sandy beaches to be found along the
Cornwall shore line. After three years In command of her, several times a week crossing the
Channel and running the risk of mines, as well as
seeing the agony of human beings he transported,
Captain Laws, like many other hospital ship skippers, collapsed. He's made several attempts to go
to sea again, but his nerve Is gone.
The nation responsible for the murder of Nurse
Cavell accepted tho Asturias Incident with composure, if not with satisfaction. For the Germans
stated blandly :
"It would, moreover, be remarkable that the
English In the case of the Asturias should have
Abstained from the customary procedure of using
hospital ships for the transport of troops and mu20-2- 1

By RALPH E. CROPLEY,
In New York Tribune.
ECENTLY we have hud another
ord of German barbnrlty In the
pedolng of the hospital ship Rewa,
imiúe dramatic becau.se the misxlle
of destruction struck her where Hie
red cross of mercy was painted on
j
her side, as If It were a bull's-ey- e
j
for Just such murderous shots. I was
ppeuklng to a merchant ship captain
boat It and asked him why he had given up the
command of a certain British hospital ship, a berth
which to my lundsman's eyes had seemed to be the
easiest on the sea today In spite of Instances like
the Rewa.
lie didn't look at me as he answered. He looked
far out through his eubln port at the tower of the
Woolworth building.
He finally told me that In
pite of the danger It was easier oh him to take a
merchant ship or a transport through the war zone
than to have his heart torn asunder by the suffering of humanity he had seen on hospital ships;
mea gassed nnd writhing In agony; men wounded
or mutilated out of sheer deviltry. Frlghtfulness
waste of manhood because the kaiser wanted to
dominate the world that's what he saw on a hospital ship; and when his ship of mercy, like the
Rewa, was torpedoed without warning and he managed to beach her before she sank he simply went
to pieces, as have many hospital ship commanders
before him.
Every hospital ship sunk means that the allies
must replace It with a ship which has been carrying food and munitions. That Is Germany's game.
Finding her subiuurine warfare was not succeeding
as she had hoped, she lessens the tonnage of her
enemies by fouler means still and covers up her
dastardly motives by officially saying:
"The German government can no jonger suffer
that the British government should forward troops
and munitions to the main theater of war under
cover of the Red Cross, and It therefore declares
that from now on no enemy hospital ship will be
allowed In the sea zone comprised between a line
drawn from Flamhorough Head to Terschelllng on
the one hand and Ushant and Land's End on the
other. If In this sea zone after the expiry of the
Stated time any enemy hospital ship Is encountered
It will be considered as a vessel of war and It will
be attacked without further ceremony."
And knowing full well that no allied hospital
ships were carrying either troops, munitions or
anything which they shouldn't In their garb of
mercy, Germany has lessened tonnage by sinking

J1.

.aT

Llan-dove-

icially Indicated."

Except for the naval hospital ship Solace and
hospital yacht Surf attached to our fleet, and two
Ward liners being converted Into the hospital ships
Comfort and Mercy, solely for the use of the navy
and at this writing not yet In service, the United
States has had no hospital ships at all. Consequently It would be Impossible for American avia-tor- a
to cross en such ships as Germany states they
bare. The aviators which Germany refers to as
having rnossed to France for Red Cross work
crossed at their own expense on regular passenger

"TV'

ships before we entered the war and were driving
neutral ambulances.
When we entered the war, naturally they,weren't
going to return to the United States to enlist when
they could enlist In their country's military forces
In France nnd get at punishing the Hun earlier
than the fellows at home. These captured American aviators Germany speaks about apparently had
on them certificates of service they had rendered
while driving American neutral ambulances.
As usual, Germany has distorted the truth. In
this Instance she simply wishes to give a semblance
it excuse for the attempts she Is going to make to
lessen the number of ships available to transport
our boys overseas, because every hospital ship
sunk has to be replaced with some ship In military
or civil service.
The first hospital ship the Huns sank was the
Portugal, flying the Russian flag. She was anchored
off Rlzek, a Black sea port, when at about eight
o'clock on the morning of March 17, 1916, a
periscope was seen approaching. The Portugal had
no wounded on board simply her hospital staff,
which Included many nuns and her full crew. The
Russian government had notified the central powers that the Portugal was a hospital ship and had
obtained from them a recognition of her status.
She was properly marked under the ruling of both
the Hague and Geneva conventions.
Of course, nobody thought for one Instant that
the submarine would attack the Portugal, and
there was no panic until, when about 200 feet away,
the submarine fired a torpedo which missed Its
mark. Then the beast circled aroui.d the anchored
ship of mercy and fired a second torpedo at close
range. The second missile struck the Portugal In
the engine room. There was a terrific explosion
within her and the hu') broke in two.
The loss of life on the Portugal was 21 nuns,
who were acting as nurses ; 24 others of the Red
Cross staff, as well as 21 of the Russian crew and
19 of the French, totaling 85, all of whom wero
ruthlessly murdered without any reason whatso-

(ffy

the hospital ship Britannic (50,000 tons), Asturias
(11,400 tons). Gloucester Castle (7,909 tons),
Donegal (1,997 tons), Salta (7,284 tons), Lanfranc
(8,275 tons), Dover Castle (8,200 tons), Rewa
y
(7,27 tons), Glenart Castle (9,000 tons),
Castle (lO.OiH) tons), and others amounting
to over 200,000 tons.
Germany has already begun paving the way to
lessen American tonnage by sinking our hospital
ships whenever we get any. On May 1, 1918, she
officially notified the world that
"American aviators are crossing to Europe as
members of the Red Cross on hospital ships. This
misuse of the Red Cross appears from documentary
evidence found on American aviators who have
been shot down. An American brought down In
the region of the army of General von Hutler carried a pass which referred to him as a member of
the American ambulance for France,
i "Prisoners openly admit that It Is the general
practice for aviators to enter American ambulance
service for their passage to Europe and to cross on
liospltal ships. After they are landed In France
they Immediately transfer to the automobile corps
and thence into the air service.
"The captured aviator referred to had, however,
transferred directly from the ambulance service
into the air service. Another carried a certificate
offi.i ( Inch the dates of several transfers were

--

ever.

The next torpedoing of note was that of the
new White Star liner Britannic, the largest British
'
ship afloat and one which the Germans wished to
remove from competing with their ships at the
end of the war. The Britannic was sunk In the
Egean sea, and that but 50 lives were lost out of
the 1,100 wounded and large crew she had aboard
Is remarkable, considering she went down in 53
minutes. A German newspaper, the Kleler
was the first to admit publicly that a torpedo
and not a mine had caused the disaster, and furZel-tun-

ther stated:
"The Britannic was transporting f reslr troops for
our enemies. If she had not been doing so our submarine would never, of course, have torpedoed
her."
On November 24, 1916, shortly after the Britannic was sunk, 'the British admiralty published a
complete list of all persons on board. There were
no troops. Germany continued her propaganda to
dull the mind of the world as to her real Intent
in sinking hospital ships by asserting that she had
conclusive proof that in several Instances enemy
hospital ships had often been misused for the transport of troops and munitions. Under the principles of the Geneva convention governing maritime
war belligerents have the right to stop and search
hospital ships. Germany never utilized this right.
Evidently it was easier to sink the ship outright
and trust the World to believe the Imperial German word.
The big Asturias, commanded by Captain Laws,
known to many Americans who traveled to Beron
muda, had her first experience with a
She was the star hospital ship
- February 1, 1915.
of the fleet, for at that time neither the Britannic
nor Aqultanla was doing hospital work. Only the
prompt action of the second officer In turning the
ship as he saw the torpedo saved her and the
scores of wounded she had on board. Having
made one miss at the Asturias, the Germans kept
at it till they finally got her. The British admiralty announced the following:
"The British hospital ship Asturias, while steaming with all navigating lights and with all the
proper distinguishing Red Cross signs brilliantly
Illuminated, was torpedoed without warning on the
.

'
nitions."
The Asturias was returning from France. That
Is a sufficient answer to Germany.
Ten days later the Gloucester Castle was torpedoed without warning In midchannel.
All the
wounded were successfully removed from the ship
and the casualties were five medical officers, nine
nursing sisters and 38 Royal Army Medical corps
men. On April 11 the Berlin official wireless again
cynically published a notification that the Gloucester Castle was torpedoed by a
thus removing any possible doubt in the matter.
Then on April 17 the hospital ships Donegal and
Lanfranc were sunk by
The British admiralty announced:
"The Donegal enrrled slightly wounded cases,
all British. Of these, 29 men, as well as 12 of the
crew, are missing and presumed drowned.
The
Lanfranc, In addition to 234 wounded British officers and men, carried 167 wounded German prls.
oners, a medical personnel of 52 and a crew of
123. Of these the following are missing and presumed drowned:
"Two wounded British officers.
"Eleven wounded British, other ranks.

"One R. A. M. C. staff.
"Five crew.
"Two wounded German officers.
"Thirteen wounded German, other ranks.
wounded German
"One hundred and fifty-twprisoners were rescued by British patrol boats at
the Imminent risk of being themselves torpedoed."
And then on the 20th of February they sank the
Glenart Castle, bound from France to England.
Yes, she carried troops, but they lay In white cots
within the Glennrt Castle's white sides. Nice chap,
Fritz, for he'd agreed to respect hospital ships If
they carried a Spanish officer to guarantee their
Red Cross mission. The Glenart had her Spaniard
and he too was nearly drowned In the catastrophe.
One pleasing thing about the tragedy was that it
gave an American destroyer, at the risk of being
herself torpedoed, a chance to do a rescue work
which makes the blood run faster in one's veins.
The sea was vile and the destroyer couldn't launch
a boat. Yet as she passed men clinging to wrecks
thrown
age men too weak to catch the
to them American seamen Jumped overboard
Into Icy water, swam to the poor devils and held
them up till they could be rescued. Mr. Daniels,
I'm glad to say, has fittingly rewarded such galo

life-line-

lantry.
And shortly after the Glenart Castle the big
Llandovey Castle, on mercy bent, was torpedoed.
She also carried a Spanish officer. I have a letter
from an officer on the hospital ship Araguaya,
which has been transferred from passenger and
food service to the work of mercy to replace lost
hospital ships, and he tells me his ship Is most par
tlcular about living up to the Geneva convention.
No nurses are carried except those who make the
round trip between Engftnd and Canada. ..For II
Canadian nurses worked their passage homo Germany might say they were trtop- -

ten-acr-

He calculated that clearing the land
and setting trees cost from $25 to $35
an acre each, care and cultivation $2
per acre per month, fertilizer for. a
e
plot $00 the first year, $80
the second, $110 the third, and $140.
tne iourtn. tie ngureu mm uie lounu
year the growers might expect to harvest an average of two boxes of
fruit per tree, with an increase of one
box a year thereafter. Culls and dropped fruit, formerly thrown away,
now find a market, the pulp being used for marmalade and the Juice
for bottling. I noticed advertisements
In local papers offering 50 cents per
100 pounds for sound "drop and cull
grapefruit." Signs in the packing
houses notify growers that "every
doubtful orange Is a cull."
The orange tree Is remarkable. The
visitor Is astonished to find blossoms
on one branch of an orange tree and
fully ripened fruit on another. Nature Is a wonder worker. She makes
no mistakes. She can neither be fooled
A grower tells me
nor bribed.
that an orange tree blossoms In
February and In June. If In February the developed fruit shows less
than the average yield, the tree puts
forth additional blossoms In June and
this counterbalances the loss, but If
the fruit Is fully up to the average
no blossoms appear In June. There is
no more beautiful sight than a fine
orange grove bearing fruit and blossoms concurrently.
The appeal of
the golden fruit Is to the palate, of
the snowy blossoms to the eye, and
the fragrance to the sense of smell.
One can well Imagine an endless
bridal procession amid a grove of
blossoms with tuneful mocking
brds forestalling the wedding march.
ten-acr-

or-au-

Navel Orange a Freak.
An orange navel Is merely an abnormal growth, an abortive attempt of
nature to produce twins. One of the
twins failed, however, surviving only
ns n protuberance In the blossom end

cf the orange, and there forming a
kernel enveloped In
little navel-lik- e
the skin of the fruit. Buds from the
trees producing these freaks were
grafted on the other stock, and grade
tree
ually the
wna established In California. The
original trees of this stock came from
Bahla, Brazil, where their peculiarity
had been noted but not utilized. No
one bad taken the hint supplied by
mture until they were transplanted to
the'r new home on the Pacific coast,
where they became one of the most
prolific growths of the state. The navel orange Is frequently seedless, and
what few seeds are found In it are
semi-dwa-

rf

navel-orang-
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NERVOUS

VEIA!!

GOTWELt
Told by Herself. Her Sin
cerity Should Con
vince Others.
Christopher, III

"For four yean I

offered from irregularities, weakness.
nervousness,
and
was in a run down
condition. Two oí

our best doctora
failed to do mo any
good. I heard so
much about what
LydiaE.Pinkbam'1

Vegetable

Com-

pound had done for

others, I tried it
and was cured. I
am M longer nervous, am regular,
nnd tn excellent
health. I believe the Compound will
cure any female trouble." Mrs. AUCS
Heller, Christopher, III
Nervousness ia often a aymptom of
weakness or come functional derangement, which may be overcome by this
famous root ana herb remedy, Lydia
E. Hnkham's Vegetable Compound, as
thousands of women have found by
experience. ;
If complications exist write Lydia EL
Pinkbam Medicine Co.. Lynn, Mass., for
suggestions in regard to your ailment.
The result of it long experience ie

et your service.

Hard Boiled Sergeant
At a regular Saturday morning inspection a private was not wearing
his belt.
First Sergeant Have you a belt?
Private No, sir.
First Sergeant Tou report to the
quartermaster sergeant for a new one,
and don't forget to tell him to charge
you for the one you lost. I'll stop this
carelessness I
Private All right, top, but I loaned
you the belt about two months ago.
Corp. S. C. Samuels, Battery C, One
Artillery,
Hundred and Twenty-Sixt- h
In Judge.
Cutieura Is 8o 8oothlng
To Itching, burning skins. It not only
soothes but heals. Bathe with Cutieura Soap and hot water, dry gently
and apply Cutlcura Ointment For
free samples address, "Cutlcura, Dept
X, Boston." At druggists and by mall.
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
Only Small Sizes

teft

"These shoes are too small for me."
"Best I can do," replied the shoe
clerk.
"How's thatr
"On account of the war."
"What has the war to do with the
size of shoes?"
"A whole lot. You know, they're
sending shoes to the boys 'over there'
in large numbers."
,

Be happy. Uie Red Crow Bag Blue;
much better than liquid blue. Delights
the laundress. All grocers. Adv.

What "Maru" Means.
The word "Maru," attached to the
name of every Japanese merchant ship
and commonly accepted as meaning
"ship," has no especial meaning, according to Captain Takeshlnia of the
Japanese steamship Hudson Maru, recently captured and released by a German raider In the South Atlantic, Captain Takeshima said that the word Is
the survival of a Japanese custom
centuries old. He explained the origin as follows: "There are two opinions as to how the custom originated.
One of the stories is that in ancient
times the Japanese attached 'maru
to the name af anything highly prized.
It was first applied to a ship's name
about 2,000 years ago, when the Empress Jingo sent an expedition to
She added the word to the
Korea.
name of the ship that transported the
Ever since then
troops to Korea.
'Maru' has been part of the name of
every steamship or sailing vessel. It
is never used with the name of a warship." Fishing Gazette.
Patriotic.
Patience And so they are married
Patrice Oh, yes.
"And where are they spending their

1

honeymoon?"
"He's spending his In the trenches,
and she's spending hers in her war

warden."
All In the Expression.
"Glbbes in a fight? Why, I thought
he was a pacifist."
"Yes; only he calls It a
pass-a-flst- ."

Some people are down on their
neighbors because they are unable to
come up with them.

small and undeveloped.
Merely Guldeposts.
banker In a downtown restaurant was eating mush and
milk.
A

well-know- n

"What's the matter?" inquired a
friend.
"Got dyspepsia."
"Don't you enjoy your meals?"
"Enjoy my meals?" snorted the indignant dyspeptic. "My meals are
merely guldeposts to take medicine before and after." Knoxvllle Sentinel.
Studying the Case.
"You're under arrest," exclaimed the
officer, as he stopped the automobile.
"What for?" Inquired Mr. Chuggins.
"I haven't made up my mind yet
HI Just look over your lights, an' your
license, an' your numbers, an' so forth.
I know I can get you for somethln'."
Nebraska Legal News.

EverylimelEat

Post
(MapeOfCorn)

Dod

says

Eat 'em up Bob
wheat for
the boys in

France

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

836200. 8371049. 338
33964. 840761. 841694.
LIFT OFF CORNS!
8421032. 843607. 844600. 845
40.
603.
846501. 847 fil.
849906. 8501040. 851338. 852
ARE ALL DRAVtl
; 855189.
173.
353424. 354-Doesn't hurt at all arid costs
356604. 857266. 858443. 359
only a few cents
643.- - 300481.
361278. 862581.
863815. 364682. 805184. 366
438.
367344. 308058. 869630.
Magic! Just drop a little Freezone
370935. 8711137. 372264. 373
on tbat touchy corn, Instantly it stops
7S9. 374745.
87588. 3761028.
aching, then you lift the corn off with
377188.
879537. 380
878797.
Figures
of
How
Determine
Youths
fingers.
I
humbug
No
the
Truly
1072. 381607.
382578. 383434.
Military Age Are to Be Called
884192. 885450. 886701. 387
245. ' 888418.
389085. 390978.
to the Colors.
391224. 392493. 393898. 394
1155. 3951095. 396727. 3971151.
898114. 399257.

DRAFT

835-6- 21.

(EIDERS

404.

848-6-

489

ATVASIlGTOil

1

HIGH

ra

ARMY OFFICERS SEE IT

First Capsule,

246, Drawn by Secre-tarBaker, and the Rett Proceeds
In Order How New Registrants Will Be Placed.

Try Freezone I Tour druggist sells a
tiny bottle for a few cents, sufficient to
rid your feet of every hard corn, soft
corn, or corn between the toes, and
calluses, without one particle of pain,
soreness or irritation. Freezone is the
discovery of a noted Cincinnati genius.
Hit Suggestion.
"No," said the positive girl, "I will
never tie myself down to one man."
"Perhaps," he replied sarcastically,
"if I organize a syndicate you will
consider our offer." Boston Evening
Transcript.
Not Entertaining.
"And did she entertain you
last night?" Chollle "No, she sang
Mollle

the whole time."

y

Washington.
The drawing of numbers to determine the order In which
youths of the classes of 1918 will be
called Into military service was con2
ducted here June 27 with much the
same ceremony as marked the great
drawing of a year ago.
The figures show you at a glance In
what order your number Is drawn.
The registration numbers "your number" comes first. .The figure accompanying It tells the order In which It
was drawn and therefore the order In
which you will be called for service.
From 1 to 99.

1246. 21168. 8818. 41091.
5479. 6409. 7492. 8154. 9

629. 10855. 11580. 12740. 13
15-- 29.
10. 14-- 599.
16210. 17
445. 18305. 19259. 201007. 21
1153.
22410. 23208. 24301.

2517. - 28.
27370. 2874.
29 961. 30836. 31618. 82136.

"How's your garden?"
841001. 35322. 36
"Nothing to brag about. Even my 83069.
1195.
87145. 88737. 89624.
neighbor's chickens disdain it."

40470. 41482. 42777. 431154
17.
441194. 45988. 46207.
92.
48767.
601117. 81
1078.
52.
631196. 64817.
551071. 56377. 57447. 58
1012.
69712. 60555. 611174.
621111. 63226. 6457. 65885.
6676. 671115. 68330. 69507.
701164. 71208. 7278. 73122.
74785. 751160. 76608. 77928.
78279. 79557. 80616. 811200.
8287. 83742. 84252. 85209.
801025. 87177. 88923. 89747.
90199. 91209. 924. 93753.
94778. 95306. 96320. 97822.
98239. 99859.
47--

49-6-

ALL WORN OUT
However, Restored Mr.
Roulston to Good Health.

Doan's,

Results Have Lasted.
"Mornings I vat to stiff and tore
I could hardly get up," sayt A. C.
Roulston, prop, blacksmith shop, 2840
Washington Bt., Roxbury, Mass. "The
sharp pains through my kidneys were
so bad I often thought I wouldn't be

í

P.'f H m. W worlt.
couldn t rest comfortably

and turned and tossed
from one aide to the other, with a dull, dragging
backache. There were
puffy spots under my eyet
and I felt worn out all
the time. The kidney secretions passed too often
and were otherwise un- Hr. IsaUtsa
Four or five
natural.
boxes of Doan't Kidney Piltt cured
me. I can honestly recommend Doan't
for they have surely done me a world
of good.
11 r., Roulston gave the above statement in 1915 and in March, 1917, he
said: "My cure is still lasting. I take

62-3-

occasionally, however, to keep
my kidneys in good working order.
One can depend upon Doan't to cure

Doan't

kidney ills."

Dou's at Abit Store,

Bos

60c

DOAN'S WAV

CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.

FOSTER-MILBUR- N

100130. 101500. 102229. 103
104851. 1051003. 1001133.
107307. 108465. 1091120. 110
1161.
111809. 112319. 11370.
1141009. 115675. 116108. 117
640.
00.
120414.
118357.
1016.

119-3-

12J
466.

122689. 1231125.
125792. 1261107. 127

679.

128820.
401.

1371147.

138
141037. 142

136-- 89.

135-8- 81.

124
719.
131

130302.
13328. 1341089.

129-3- 08.

1321120.

454. 139151. 140-C- 91.
787. 1431067. 144807.

145867.
146793. 147800. 14890. 149294.
152752. 153
150522. 151-- 65.
1109. 154411. 155519. 156125.
1571035. 158305. 159825. 100
921. 161829. 162276. 1631190.
16445. 10572. 106570. 167135.
1681029. 169275. 170304. 171
212. 172396. 173906. 17461. 175
34.
596.
17791. 178743. 179
405. 1801162. 18151. 182348. 183
244.
18463. 1851198. 186231.
187708. 188613. 1891173. 190
176-2-

Is no more necessary
than Smallpox. Army

TYPHOID

exoef lenca has demoostratea
the slnwet miraculous effi
cacy, tad baimletaneaa, of Antityphoid Vacclnatloo.
Be race luted NOW by Jroal physician, ron sad
tour family. It la man vital than bouac insurance.
Ask your phyilclao, drugglrt, or tend for 'Hays
yon had Typhoid?" telling of Typhoid Vaccina,
resulta from use, and danzar from Typhoid Carriers.
THE CUTTtl LA5OIAT0BY,. BCRrXUEY, CM.
uaee a. a. sor. ucsaas
noiwiH aceñas a

835. 191 41." 192
317. 195 1051.

.

974.
196

193
446.

194

875.

197274.

19884. 199902.
From 200 to 299.

tegs

203

32.

mm

Kffl.

.1

251-r35- 3.

S

Itching Rashes

With Cuticura
W,

,

422512. 423813. 424709. 425
100. 42608.
62.
428360. 429
632. 430751. 431909. 4321098.
43349. 434695. 435846. 430
1037. 437979. 438704. 4391179.
441857. 442432. 443647.
44425. 445452. 4461043. 447
450
480.
449288.
448707.
816.
451991. 452253. .453657.
454540. 45558. 456847. '457
277.
460
459435.
45812.
802. 40134. 402616. 403349.
404448. 405433. 466856. 467
677. 408504.
54.
470153. 471
661. 472228. 473296. 474717. 475
149.
45.
477590. 478420.
479 830. 480430.
481308. 482
684., 483014. 484030. 4851077.
480 1080. 487663. 488112. 489
610. 490812. 491939. 492948. 493
828. 494423. 495687. 4962. 497
947. 4981175. 499768.
440-9- 42.

409-5-

476-10-

From 600 to 599. '

.

Denver Directory

'Hj'ji

MI'I

53. 88343. 884142. 885840. 880
1141. 887538. 888301. 889106. 890
1020. 891 374. 892 1005. 893359.

894248. 895134. 896765.
898358. 899340.

657-S-

57(-7-

598-6-

605.

From 600 to 699.

!

I J. H.WILSON
co.
I saddlery
DENVER

911-4-

912-1-

939-6-

Kodaks Bend
andforPRINTING
Catalogas and
finishing Price List. TfeDanar Pleat Matariala Ce
laatmaa Kedak C, t2i Uta Stmt. Pesrer. Celerads

799.

702185. 703
105502. 706

1062.
704790.
609.
707842. 708 383. 709 698.
710680. 711 .39. 712722. 718
714-6- 35.
715 339. 716090.
1180.

Minnesota Is the latest state to bar
Congressman

Nolan of California

Is

by trade.
The Platte River Cattle Co. a molder
It Is proposed to give London (EngL 1 1 BoÜduit, IW. Cls. land) firemen an Increase of 15 shil-

fTX

pimp

nam

HFRrrORn

BULLS FOR SALE
Ones, twoa and three.
See or write us before buying.
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.

18.

lings ($3.75) a w,eek until after the
WftPe

Harry McDonald two years ago entered the Columbus (O.) prison weighWhen released the
ing 200 pounds.
other day he welched 840 Bounds.

wuv

uuww,

m wwa

750-4-

The United States bureau of standdeards has developed a
vice making color tests of cottonseed
g

oil.
Mrs. Rebecca Mayo, age ninety, still
conducts a shoe store In Province-towMass. She has had charge of
the business since her husband died,
In 1875.
All printers among the Russian prisoners In Germany are being kept busy
on propaganda books In Russian, to
popularize the kaiser and everything
German.
n,

auuwu.

um

tioni and growth of the cells which are likelv to become permanent, causing
for alcohol or nareotic in later Ufa.
Imbecility, mental perversion, a craving
Vsl
fltjiTlnar
u aa I
waoaew. BWia
auwoviivr ,Avrna ilMnMHla
riervous 'J.
v"t" r anil lofT nf
V
J,1
powers are a result of dosing with opiates or narcotics to keep children quit
never
should
children
is
that
physicians
among
The
rule
infancy.
In their
receive opiates in the smallest doses foe more than a day a a time, and
only then if unavoidable,
:
The administration of Anodynes, Drops. Cordials, Soothing Syrups and
strongly
too
be
cannot
physician
any
but
a
by
children
to
other narcotice
decried, and the druggist should not be a party to it. Children who ere ill
need the attention of a physician, and it is nothing lesa than a crime to
dose them willfully with narcotics.
Castoria contains no narcotics if it bears the
, ,,r
signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.
J&TS-f-foGenuine Castoria always bear the signature tfytafyy. JtfCA4M,

953-3-

1102. 900282. 9811000. 9621101.
9631101. 904874. 905038. 966
1047. 9671006.
908888. 909854.

071563. 87250 ; 973
974891. 975484. 9761075.
977324. 97847. 979674.. 980
1166. 981126.
9821132. 983732.
987
9841092. 98586. 980-- 60.
783. 988129.
9891149. 990799.
991689. 092273. 993724. 994
659.
90r. 323.
900 305. 997205.
998821. 999375.
03.

908.

JS

From 1000 to 1099.
Snowy Owls In Nebraska,
The appearance of snowy owls, a
rere occurrence, is reported in Nebraska. These remarkable and remark-iibl- y
autlful birds come from the
Arctic regions. Only four prevloua
visitations have been recorded In the
answers of this kind:
"Can't ring 'em. They are out so- ornithological history of the country.
The snowy owl is a bird of wonderful
liciting for the Red Cross."
"You'll find 'em at the Red Cross plumage. Is about two feet in height,
workshop."
and is more likely to be found roosting
"Mrs. Farmer Is helping put up hay. on a straw stack or a hummock of
some sort than on the branches of
Call later."
"Haven't been able to ring 'em all trees. The Argonaut.
day. They are out at work."
Relative Hardships.
"Well, Pete," suid Meandering Mike,
Should Survive.
"Do you think this poem. of mine "I guess we'll have to go to work."
"I s'pose we will," answered nodwill live?"
"It oupht to, It seems pretty ding Pete. "Wld all dese antiloafio'
laws under way, it's harder work
ough."
dodgin' work dan it is workln'."
As a female entertainer the average
woman to
It takes a strong-mindeman Isn't In it with a cheap looking-glaskeep her calendar torn off tip to date.

The Community Phone.
The war has about eliminated gossip over rural telephone llrtes in the
The old fa
Owensvllle community.
miliar answer from central that the
"line's busy" has been crowded out by

10001180. 10011143. 1002757.
1003183.
10041010.
1005528.
1006831.
10081171.
100773.
1009993. 1010536. 1011311. 1012
1031. 1013378. 1014421. '1015
167. 1016160. 10171129. 1018307.
1019675. 1020940. 1021384. 1022
1116. 1023826.
1024759. 1025
730.
1028
1026461.
1027515.
111. 1029824. 1030175.
1031491.
1032-4- 58.
10331121.
1034953.
1035523. 1036146. 1037852. 1038
1124.
10399. 1040331. 1041
20. 1042601. 1043551.
10441081.
10451150. 1046600. 1047550. 1048
327. 1049720. 10501017. 1051
334.
1054
1052220.
1053255.
Í055 501. 1050863. 1057051.
24
1058500. 1059100. 1000849. 1061
486.
1002910. 1003115, 1004
877. 1005399. 1066291.
1067403.
1071
1008892. 1009326. 1070-6-34.
1073-8-27.
-6-50. 1072409.
1074
879. , 1075441.
1077
1076496.
848. 1078611. 1079583.
4.
1081997. 1082994. 1083376. 1084
109. 1085906.
1086878. 1087
249.
1090
1088281.
1089261.
215. 1091814.
1092950. 10938.
1094290. 10951103. 1090303. 1Q97
403. 1008873.
109919.

1155121.
1158725.
1161705.

1157
1156901.
1160
1159774.
1163
1162162.
,1164810. 1165132. 1160
116- 91167488. 1168981.
1172
1170788.
1171960.
1175
1174894.
1173413.
1176-6-81.
1177271. 117897.
1181332.
1180721.
1179325.
1183-6- 45.
11841054.
1182236.
1187834.
1186389.
1185379.
1100171.
1189619.
1188850.
1191-r41193527.
1192301.
1190152.
1195750.
1194508.
1199930.
1198690.
1197684.
1200225.
were
All youths whose numbers
drawn will be assigned to the various
five classes on the basis of Information
furnlnhed In the questionnaire now be
014.
444.
221.
806.
1123.
941.
449.
118.

08.

labor-savin-

alien teachers.

HAT INFANTS
preparations, au oi wuoa

d

lid-

-

pi
LIU

oi ÜGQior!

mi

OEilOOhl

1107-7-

700318. 7011046.

Adv.

of Oplatoo.
Tho Effects
ara peculiarly susceptible to opium and its variotM

lOSO-r-35-

70O-- to

Is harmless.

bo-for-

840-6-

6001060. 601647. 602232. 603
633.
604903. 605754. 606351.
6071021. 608621. 609559. 610
959.
611517. 612868. 613284.
614505. 615054. 616804. 6177.
61827. 619474. 620029. 621
541. 622251. 6231057.
624916.
625665. 626640. 6271038. 628
1030. 629415. 630163. 6311024.
632576. 633726. 634897. 635
702. 6361015. 637250. 6381158.
From 1100 to 1200.
639233. 640550. 641202. 642
1100283.
11011039. 1102106.
853. 643179. 6441. 64552. 646
1103779.
1104117.
11051199.
1170.
647920. 6481110.
6496. 1106571.
23.
1108139.
653
650858. 0511052. 6521070.
1109310.
1111133.
1110600.
312.
654381. 655456. 656406. 1112105. 111342. 1114213. 1115
657219. 65824. 659597. 660
176. 11161050. 1117303. 1118
917.
66114. 6021193. 063595. 235. ' 11191178. 1120550. 1121
667
0041000 605105.
870.
1124
1122915.
1123683.
602., 668710. 669610. 670237. 476.
1127
1125520.
1120174.
6731002.
671471. 672266.
674' 525. 1128341. 11291030. 1130
416.
675520. 6761064. 677572. 933. 1131499. 1132373. 1133
678436. 679944. 68071. ' 081
1135 087.
711.
1136
1134606.
887.
682208. 683602. 684671. 598. 1137345. 1138390. 1139
685178. 686679. 687896. 688
889.
11401008. 1141738. 1142
764.
689798., 690386. 691330. 408. 11431019. 1144968. 1145
695
694459.
60319.
692612.
1148
1119. 1146544.
1147982.
230.
696998. 6971058. 698 196. 1013. 1149425. 1150502. 1151
699494.
J 153 1182.
1154
1140. 1152931.
From

í

six-da- y

90080. 901715. 002532. 903
50. 904508. 905201. 906955.
907127. 008101. 909744. 910
1113.
75.
'913380.
59.
914731. 9151177. 916483. 917
905.
918700. 919170. 920071.
921582.. 922144. 92323. 924
749.
925350.
920473. 927832.
928883. 929573. 930614. 931
250.
932388.
933569. 93422.
935437. 936673. 9371185. 938
1053.
46.
70.
941585.
942214. 943656. .944457. 945
21.
946400.
947180. 948808.
9491068. 950839. 951708. 952
699.
94.
954286. 955954.
9561055. 95775. 958672. 959

312-3-

WORTH KNOWING

DEVELOPING

rest It

From 900 to 999.

.

Enquire for the
Wilson Never Break Trace
Guaranteed

Make beauty lotion at
horns for few cents. Try Itl

Girls!

Figures Wanted.
Soft Coal Increased.
Tluln Heiress I'd give a good deal
The fuel administration announces
to find a man who would love me just
period
that during a recent
for myself.
Impecune H'm, yes I Well, about 11,088,000 net tons of bituminous coal
were mined in this country. This
how much? Boston Transcript.
amount is an Increase of 5.7 per cent
over the production of the week,
Outstretched.
For the month, It Is estimated,
The Girl "Did you observe the
40,478,0000 net tons were mined, which
lovely palms In the enfei" The Man
"The only palms I saw were the wait- Is about 10 per cent over the amount
mined during April, 1017. Pathfinder.
er's," Puck.

897-1- 003.

717922. 71859. 719605. 720
631.
721506. 72237. 7231136.
724487. 725735. 726364. 727
1184.
72836. 7291006. 73008.
731534. 732741. 733861. 735
1041. 736949. 737295. 738784.
7391023. 74085. 741755. 742
195.
743417. 744975. 745592.
746J86. 747716. 748920. 749
38.
428.
751329. 752 1005iH
753172. 754101. 755350. 756
1108.
75783. 758566. 7591097.
385. 2991004.
760905. 761387. 762472. 703
From 300 to 399.
756.
764623. 705313. 7001070.
ing mailed nut.
76744. 7081172. 709478. 770
300700. 80135. 302044. 303
New registrants will be placed at
305970. 300055. 110. 7711056. 772514. 773138.
113. 304030.
foot of the list In each class In
the
310
309809.
775343.
777653.
776407.
77492.
308513.
307676.
order
their numbers are drawn.
313-the
62.
781
599.
780
164.
779
93.
fl!3.
778696.
1034.
Indications are that all new regis7821044. 783907. 784733. 785
8141014. 3151100. 316303. 317
will be called
837.
818895. 319006. 320904. 872. 7801074. 787073. 788292. trants plnced In Class 1 year
of
and that
end
the
the
before
792
324
7911156.
323843.
790422.
789181.
8211103. 322709.
32618. 3271105. 1061. 7031148. 704382. 795667. only a few months will elapse before
728. 3251122.
796586. 797140. 798835. 799-- r those whose numbers are drawn last
828819. 329143. 330402. 331
will be called.
334020. 22.
440. 832223. 3331080.
8Ü-1- 183.

:H. !'''"'

863-10- 03.

630-6-

637-6-

Lemon Juice
For Freckles

Squeeze the Juice of two lemons into
a bottle containing three ounces of
orchard white, shake well, and yoo.
have a quarter pint of the best freckle,
suñburd and tan lotion, and complex-Io-n
whitener, at very, very small" cost
Tour grocer has the lemons and
any drug store or toilet counter will
supply three ounces of orchard white
fo a few cents. Massage this sweetly
fragrant. lotion Into the face, neck,
arms and hands and see how freckles,
Cross Baa Blue; havs beautiful, cleat sunburn and tan disappear and bow
clear, soft and white the skin becomes,
white clothes. Adv.

57.

970-8-

600588. 6011197. 602247. 503
202.
60495. 505918, 506902.
607412. 608501. 6091100. 511
77.
61240. 5131138. 514309.
5151114. 516287. 517758. 518
263. 619243. 620227. 5218. 522
107.
5231109.
524713. 525
60S.
526392. 527553. 52893.
529 760.
58.
631911. 532
426.
533904. 534791. 53599.
530 402.
28.
538841. 539
190. 640131. 5411127.
542123.
543631. 5441191. 545186. 546
347.
547739. 648300. 549900.
550629. 5511011. 552451. 653
1189.
554431. 555204. 556503.
C3.
558871. 659687. 500
120.
501615. 502194. 503150.
5041050. 505781. 66694. 567
77.
73.
143.
608200.
571205. 5721033. 673156. 57- 4970.
575407. 576-- 67.
6771026.
5781165. 679956. 580786. 581
706.
5821082. 583800. 584811.
585770. 586289. 5871159. 688
40. 689913. 590182. 59138. 592
5C4. 593882. 594333. 595790.
93.
24.
599
596795.
597-6-

99.

ty

427-3-

--

It

M.

418

4211135.

187.

801-40-

Mouth Dry? Tongue
Stiff and a Fierce Thirst?

No Appetite?

666-j7- 63.

200833. 201367. 202637.
206209.
20516.
20466.
207203. 208210. 2091112. 210
WHEN YOU THINK FLAGS 718. 211548. 212315. 213984.
of Factory Prloo
Think
215957. 2161090. 217
nana prna oaiora in. ... 214574.
218153. 21982; 220530.
Than writs to BS for eatalorue). 191.
SJUBBICAJi JfLAO MFG. CO., EMtoa, Fa. 221905. 2221187. 223427. 224
It. Coleman, 238. 225147. 226622. 227762.
1.
PATENTS Watson
iwi.f WftfthlnotulL. 228980. 229801. 230 104& 231
419.
23456.
23333.
23255.
Bates reasonable. Hit hestnfereooes. VeetserTloee.
235802. 236285. 237535. 238
DAISY FLY KILLER
639. 2391042.
240102. 241714.
allfllaa.
244688. 245
243816.
242429.
eoavantaai
oraaaMHUI,
247 206.
24813.
48; 246649.
ehMp. lula all aaaaaa.
Mdaef airtU.n'tia
2523.
249264. 250477.
r Up rri will mmmi
"
256
wlolnnuiTUilBS.
254342.
255321.
2531104.
toMef
aataadaehctlTa.
257924. 258168. 259567.
imUn, r eant by as. 64.
pnm. pnpais, lar ai.
260372, 261198. 262442. 263
asooiarn,.v. 137. 204545. 205776. 266626.
sanota sons, ue ec kau
267297. 2081118. 209267. 270
694.
271193. 272155. 273999.
274643. 275823. 2761152. 277
216. 278240. 279992. 2801146.
Soothed
r
2811083. 282158. 283985., 284
864. 285805. 286518. 2871128.
288638. 289270. 29011. 201
Talcum 16.
Ointment 9b
AU drnnlRti: 8oP
1130.
292880. 293552. v294 027.
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Sample web free of 'fwUmf. üpt. .
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415952.
416734. 4171167.
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23-5-

Poor.

.

402-3- 40.
403
40039. 401-8- 55.
648. 4041145. 405940. 40630. 407
977. 408--02- 5.
409498. 410119. 411
280. 4121022. 413886. 414296.

41-3-

Old Grist Mill to Norrlttown.
The Montgomery County (Pa.) His8021085. 803
128. 804 1142. 8051178.
806217. torical society has appointed a com8071027. 808871. 809495. 810
mittee to arrange for the removal of
1018. 811 782. 8121009. 8131157.
an ancient grist and sawmill In Hors817
814844. 815533. 816-4- 55.
ham, built lr. 1734, to Elmwood park,
197. 818-1- 03.
81979. 820771. 821 Ntirristow. The old mill, not operat511. 822485. 82315. 8241131.
ed for many years, has been offered
8251192. 826 1134. 827 625. 828
to the society by Miss Mary Iredell.
1106. 8291139. 830943. 831945. It was an old relic and the town coun832-3- 09.
833141. 834-- 26.
835110. cil of Norrlstown has signified Hint If
836-2- 11.
837748. 8381004. 839
It Is accepted by the historical
772. 840967. 841736. 842729. 843
and placed In Elmwood park
805, 844794. 845539. 840400. 847
along Stony creek, It would be taken
104. 848-0- 51.
849775. 850912. 851
cure of by the borough in order tliut
1082. 852932. 853542. 854086. 855-1future generations may see how flour
85631. 857678. 858890. 859
was ground and lumber sawed In pi642. 800-1- 073.
861-6- 27.
862-7- 46.
oneer days.
It Is the Intention to
8041088. 805-9- 6. 806272. 807
bring to Norrlstown, if possible, the
989. 8081144.
7.
870876. 871
large driving wheel, turbine wheel and
124. 872-8- 45.
873524. 874934. 875 cob crusher.
490. 876780. 877314. 878503.
87-9- 256. 8801094. 8811079. 882
Ten smiles for nickel. Always buy Red
07.

869-83-

From 400 to 499.

803.

From 800 to 899.

800-4-

Invention Constantly Improved.
The storage battery or electric accumulator of Faure was first exhibited
In London 87 years ago. Since then
the invention has been greatly Improved by Ellison and others, and Is
now successfully applied to the operation of street cars and other uses.

Steady Hand Imperative.
A steady hand In military affairs is
more requisite than In peace, because
an error committed In war may prove
irremediable. Bacon.

Here's Relief!!

!

Hot, heavy foods and Iced drinks
nfron nlAV hnvnc with bad Stomachs
In hot weather. The weak ones haven't
got a chance. A quickly chilled or
overworked stomach is a starter of
untold misery for its owner.
When you have that dull, depressed
feeling after eating stomach pains,
bowel disorders, heartburn or nausea,
belching, food repeating It is the danger point. You want to look out and
be quick about it In this hot weather.
A way has been discovered to make
sick stomachs well and to keep them
cool and sweet. It Is acommonsense
way. No starvation plan of diet is
needed. Make this test and see how
quickly you get., a good appetite In
hot weather and enjoy the things you
like without misery to follow.

EATONIC Tablets have amaxed
people everywhere with the marvelous
benefits they have produced for thousands of stomach sufferers. Start the
test today and let your own stomach
tell you the truth.
EATONIC works quick It absorbs
bnd neutralizes hurtful, poisonous
acids, juices and stomach gases caused
Thousands
from undigested foods.
testify that it quickly puts the stomach
In a clean, sweet condition recreates
builds up the lost appetite and makes life
worth living- for the man who likes good
things but who suffers every time he eata
them.
EATONIC Is absolutely guaranteed to 4e
all this and you are to be the judge. If It
doesn't rid you of stomach and bowel miseries most common In hot weather yo
get your money back at once, right from
your own druggist whom you know and
can trust. No need of your taking;
chance of suffering. Start EATONIC today. Tou will see.
-

I

that's what thousands of farmers
say. who have none from the U. S. to
settle on homesteads or buy land in Western
Canada. Canada's invitation to every industrious worker to settle in
Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta is especially attractive. She wants
fanners to make money and happy, prosperous homes for themselves
by helping her raise immense wheat crops to feed the world.

You Can Get a Homestead of 160 Acres Free
or other lands at very low prices. Where you can buy good) farm
land at SIS ta S30 per acra that will raise 20 to 45 bushels of $3 ,
wneai ra inc at re tl easy iu ucunnc urusucruuo. muibuiou uuuraa
also grow wonderful crops of Oats, Barley and Flax. Mixed Farm JÁ
tag is fully as profitable an industry as grain raising, i ne excellent,
grajees, full of nutrition, are the only rooa required eitner
for beef or dairy purposes. Good schools and churches;
markets convenient; climate excellent Write for literature
and particulars as to reduced railway rates to Supt oí Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or to
W.V.BENNETT
Room A, Cee Dlda-- . Omaha. Neb.
Canadian Government Agent

'
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to the .anmunt of $1,183,000 and jrny-- " record
in nothing to input
duoed these earn coupons to a judgby pleading tbe statute of lim
ments from the proceeds of land have fraud to ibis transaction, although, un- ment (case 7024) and had collected on merely
itations:
been raadejn a total sum of $1,920X2. 'less thec1a!mant can prove that she! the Judgment (August 12, 1913). An'
TV, G. Kelly duplications:
Of these
bonds have been cae- - 'was a purchaser for value without
"
Am junt Barrea
indictment was returned by the grand
"ÜK-r- e

-'

tlu-ee

RAILROAD BONDS BY THE STATE

no-!-

Total
by Statute
has been repaid.! tice the case constitutes a possible1 'jury on this item. The amount was
Amount
Julmltutlnna
xne inierestn tne bonds outstanding 'claim on lis part of tie state in a iejiid June 20, 1917.
Item
,.$ 1,036.89 t 1.002.01
. 1,981.60
1,981.50 ,
constitutes an annual charge upon the 'civil action.
ITEM III. $910.50.
910.60
810.60
proceeds of lands of $53,100.
.
210.64
BOARD OF LOAN
On February 25, 1910, Mr. Kelly preTbe
Third in fire is the amount of
. 1,057.60
1,057.50
'bonds are optional in ten years. If $2,297.88 set out as duplications by sented to the board of loan commis. 11. 725.05
11,725.05
jpald then, fthe total payments of In- - Moore and Schley. This consists or sioners a claim based upon coupon 3
7
20,281.98
20,281.9
Ronda:
Fraudulent
aercst and principal will aggregate $1,- - two separate items, one a duplication; from bonds 213, 214 and 215, coupons Item 1
$ 1,186.17
t.. 613.75
711,000. If jiot paid till maturity the In tbe original refunding settlement In .5 and from bonds .213 and 214,
2,11116.00
2
8
2,640.00
Rnd
468.10
215,
CFrom the New Mexico Ta I!v1ew bonds were issued in 1891 and 18 Ji to interest will amount to $1,593,000 and 189í,the
213,
214
and
7 from bonds
other a duplication of certain
.for June, 1918, I'ubllshed by the
refund the railroad bonds and .to ithe total payments will be $2,773,000. coupons put
.9 and 10 from bond 213.
coupons
Total,
W.
O.
i,
by
Moore
and
judgment
oí
Mew
in
Uvxieo.)
Association
t, A Vnst nilil n a in inunnn 9 in
nn i. ..
Kelly ...143,634.13
prove, that bonds other than those so
137,940.39
Passing immediately to tli
Moore
and '
Early In 1917, In fact on the second recorded could nut have been issued payments made by the board the fol Kohley, Dup.f 2,297.88
1,250.86
1892 Moore and Schley secured; ithe holders at maturity and as to the
I
In
W. F. Jacoby,
day of the administration of Governor to refund that indebtedness. This in- lowing table is a statement of the per.
refunding of the railroad bonds Of ibalance to Mr. Color in the settlement
the
fraud,
6,619.75
bonds
1,272.20
JtJndsey, there were presented for Ills formation was very pertinent ua will sons to whom th-spayments were 1887 owned by them together with the of case C301. Two indictments were Bird tí. Colpr.
43.85
signature three bonds of the state, Lbe shown.
Maud l'aine
made and the round of excess:
unpaid interest on those bonds. Tbey returned on this Item.
Otero
384.75
commisThe
of
board
loan
ütate
presented
series "C covering claims
FraudExcessive
. Unvalldated
Paid tn
I
Total
$51.980.36
to the board of loan commissioners by sioners .kept; a register of series "C"
240.663 41
Duplication
ulent
Ferlea "C
FtRtuteof
Certificates
Santa Fe county, although In de- bonds issued by them and a minute
of
Bonds nnd
of
V. G. Kelly of Kansas Cily and apBased on
Limitations Charge on
Coupons
Total
Claims
fault in the payment of the greater'
...
Series "B" Railroad Debt Interest
. Only
They did
proved by them. Governor Llndsey book of .their proceedings.
604.35
$
on.- :I
I
.604.35
t
pari or tne interest on the railroad
not
4.1S6.G7
of
keep
register
the Santa Fe
.a
4.186.67
refused to sign the bonds and asked
Bird a coVerT!..
17,667.11 bonds did pay considerable sums from',
43.85
Mr. R. C. Rcld to examine the alleged bonds and coupons taken up or IncorW. F. Jacoby, New York, hv 17,613.26
Catron & Catron
5.619.75 time to time. The amounts so paid In
6,619,75
.
evidences .of tho raifroad indebted- porated in . the judgments against the
W. Q. Kelly
;
6,430.17
19,606.33 interest on each bond issue by the'
27,203.96
498.90
6,665.34
ness for the .refunding of which thesa county furxJed.by them, nor did the
w. i). Murray.::.:;;:::
438.61
illil
' 1,239'. 28
Moore A Bchley.
"2,297.82
48,676.36 county itsplf are as follows:
bonds were Issued. Mr. Iteid advised minute bock show the Interest cou40 145 41
4,993.77
Maud
I'aln. otero, by Miguel
384.75 Bond Issue of 1880....,
384.76
I 36 470 00'
against the issue of the bonds and pons upon ivhjcu such judgments
Bond Issue of 1887
,
7 920 00
were
based.
recArthur Bcllimaiv
upon a partial
of the
11.151.72 Bond Issue of 1891-9- 2
C72.08
8,175.1(0
ii:037.60
1,404.64
A.
Spies....
4,212.71
Cba.
The art .creating the board of loan
2,422.36
1,780.31
ords found that there had been paid
Total
1 65 427 50
illegally to Mr. Kelly on duplicated commissioners required tho county to
1162.628.26i
The Interest not paid and added 'to
1x2.434.67
t8t.C93.S3
239.545.69
$2.310.26
16.774.11
$7,969.88
county
certify
indebtedness.
its
The
claims the sum of $23,5CC.3C.
the principal sum of the debt was as
It should be perfectly .obvious In.
ITEM IV. $210.54.
Following .this partial audit by Mr. commissioners filed a report which reading the above table from left to owned all but six out of 150 bonds. In
257 follows:
February
date,
above
On
the
1 62 196 00
Issue of 1880
....
Held, Mr. Kelly 'paid back $3,284.38, presented a .corj;t and complete list right that the excess claims In the their settlement at that time they
(,! In lha. linoril Bond
io, mv. iveuy v
Bond Issue of 1887
2S 44O 0O
claimed to own all the unpaid interest
but failed to pay back $20,281.98, al- of bonds, an .incoiycct nnd incomplete first four columns stand in
differ1891-9a claim based Bond issue of
six1 of loan commissioners
430. 60708
though asked to do so and although list of judgments tuitl ;io list at all of ent category from those In tbe last coupons, in fact the owner of the
upon coupons 35 and 36 from bonds
$521,142.01
he acknowledge the duplicate pay- the interest oupous .outstanding and two. All the items upon which pay- bonds not presented by Moore and
on teV 213, 214 and 215. These had previousnot
collected
judgment.
and
The
to
reduced
Schley
presented
board
ment.
ments were made In the first four colcoupons amounting to $300 attached ly been paid to Mr. Kelly through thecommissioners contented umns were proper claims.
The Governor and .Mr. Reid thco of loan
The tat-- i !to
Lincoln, Neupon
themselves
with
passing
each
these six bonds. Moore and Schley City National Dank of
comcsked this Association to make a
ute of limitation's could have been:
time, braska. An indictment was returned
claim
at
was
as
it
duplicated
$300
unsupported
that
presented
thus
plete audit of the issue of statj Londs
pleaded in protection of the taxpay-- l 'Bonds 500, 501
and 502 of $100 each on this item. Mr. Keliy iepaid $210.50 Black Dog Aids British
of series "C". These bonds were Is- by any knowledge of the basis of ersty the public officers having these;
Irenresented
claims
excess charge. Fol- - pn Juno 2G, 1917.
already
by
n&id
which
each
this
of
sued to refund all the old bonis
matters in charge. It was not. The! lowlng
in Locating a Wireless
.
ITEM V. $1,057.50.
regnew
and their coupons
A
claim
be
could
bonds
these
thwked.
Santa Fe County issued In a.ld of railcollection of the claim under these'
On June 3, 191C, Mr. Kelly present
Hidden by the Germans,
roads. The history of these bonds is ister of these tilings would have conditions involves no reflection upon: through numerous Judgments and to
commissioners
Interesting especially as bcarl;i.5 upon shown the payment of muny coupons the claimants. Reception of the wrong' 'final settlement it was found lhatj ed to the board of loan
inupon coupons 8 to 17
If you place the tip of your finger!
the folly of heavy, bond Issues hoped subsequently presented and would- kind of bonds also involves no crltl-- j Moore and Schley collected on tAem a claim based
187 and 188. These
u iinij vi i
vu
uunu una run 11 uiuug,
or expected to '"improve" a Hew and have prevented the payment of $58,- clsm of the claimant. The taxpayers !the sum of $1,047.02. As Moore and clusive from bonds
1GS.63
of duplicated
claims alone.
Schley did own all the coupons of the had previously been paid to the Capí- - the equator, writes "An Australian Of- progressive community,
Such a register, or the examination of of the state lose, those of Santa Fej 'original railroad bonds of several tal City Bank for Mr. Kelly on August fleer" in the Wide World, you will dls-- ;
Santa Fe County Jn 1SS0 and JSS7 the county bond register, er proper county gain. The certificates given
numbers nnd by mistake claimed 14, 1911. An indictment was returned cover the Island of Nauru. This pin-- !
and Grant Cou;ity in J8S3 Issued credence given the report
Mr. Coler and Moore and Schley by' Ihom all there Is evidence only of a on this item. Mr. Keliy repaid this
indebtedcf
point of an island Is perhaps the rich'!
bonds In aid of railroad construction. ness of the board of county commis-sioner- s tho county represented an actual
iiuistake in collecting this original iiraount on June 2C, 1917.
est spot on earth, being composed al-- ,'
Although held valid in tho state
would have prevented the rec- claim, but one believed invalid in lawJ
proper basis for a civil action,
ITEM VI. $11,725.05.
most entirely of phosphate, of which
courts these bonds were held invalid ognition and payment of fraudulent The district attorney simply failed to' $300, a
MooTe and Schley took up all of
On July 8, 1910 Mr. Kelly presented It Is said there is $050,000,000 worth;
by the U. S. Supreme Court and Sanprotect the rights of the county. The coupons number 1 of the bonds of 1892 to the board of loan commissioners a actually In sight.
bonds to tho amount ct $12,434X7.
!
ta Fe County refused lo pay either
excess computations of interest rest 'and took from the county a certifi- claim based upon coupons 3 from
The
examination
in
undertaken
this
to
had!
Germans
Prior
ar
the
the
isprincipal or interest on the two
for the most part upon the construccate of indebtedness for $4,307.50, bonds 54 to 150 inclusive of the orig- - erected an Immense
r
wire-- .
sues of $'0,000 each which it had matter necessarily raised aumerous tion
the rights of the parties to col- !whlch was to have been paid from the inal railroad bonds of 1880. Mr. Kelly less station on this Island, the lofty '
of
questions
of
among
law.
Chief
these
made. In 1837 Congress validated the
In fact the certifi- claimed these coupons had been lost mast of which is visible a couple of
were the legal obligation of the coun- lect interest after the state was ready taxes of 1892-93- .
bonds of 18S3 of Grant county and ty
paid and was put in and never paid. In fact W. N. Coler hours before one sights the land
incounty
pay
willing
to
upon
and
never
pay
to
cate
the
delinquent
debt
interest
was
from
bond Issues of Santa Fe county of
terest coupons and the liability of the
But the last two columns represent Judgment in case 34C3. The county had secured a Judgment on these cou- - a steamer.
1891 and 18D2 which refunded tho
1
coupons
part
isshows
formed
a
pons In 1391 and they
a different condition. Some errors are bond register
state lo recognize this interest iu
that
Very soon after the struggle comoriginal county railroad debt.
suing series "C" bonds, and the right cf course to be expected.
rom bonds 482 to 498 were paid. This of the refunding issue to Mr. Coler at menced
But it is
the
British
authorities
Santa Fe county continued lo de and duty of the state to plead the significant
that there are only three could have happened by thefr abstrac that time. An indictment was ro "rushed" the place In order to silence-fault In its Interest not only on the statute of limitations upon obligations parties
seccounty
a
files and
turned on this item.
concerned in, duplications and tion from the
r
the voice of the great station. On
railroad bonds but on all others and whose collection was barred by its only
five in. all concerned in duplica- - ond presentation as well as by a du- ITEM VII. $20,281.98.
approach of our warships
the debt grew as the interest piled up. terms. On the first question, involvqu Decembor 14, 1916 Mr. Kelly pre- tion ana irauauient bonas. ui a toiai plication on the part or Moore ana
In charge tried to render the staInterest accumulated on the defaulted ing more than $2SG,313.79 it was con$51,980,30 in this class of cases Mr. Schley. A double payment was maae. Bcnted to the board of loan commis-:Tha- t tion useless to us by biding all the
of
Interest and it became apparent that cluded that the legal obligation to pay Kelly
Moore and Schley got it cannot Bioners a ciam based upon the Judg-!b- e essential parts In a big cave, the exsecured $43,034.13. The followthe county never could hope to pay such Interest existed and on indebted- ing
proved. Of course no fraud can be nient jn case 40CO, Robert W. Spier vs. istence of which was a secret.
paid
showing
claims
table
total
out without oppressive taxation.
ness which was valid was properly the several parties claimant, the total (imputed to them under this state ot tne
0f county commissioners.'
When the station had beea thoroughUnder these circumstances Con- recognized by the board of loan com- amounts overpaid to each on all (facts and even a civil action might This case was outlawed, had been ll ly dismantled
and all pnrts stowed
enagress granted the state in the
of proof against them.
missioners. On the second point, the grounds and the total duplications and
Vived Dy caBe 6822 and paid to the
away in their subterranean hiding
bling act one million acres of land statute of limitations, notwithstandW.
F.
Fourth In size is the claim of
proper claimant. The coupons upon place the mouth of the cae was closed
shows more clearly
upon condition thU the state assume ing a decision of the District Court fraudulent bonds
of over- - Jacoby of New York based upon ni- which the case was founded were not nnd hidden with rubbish. Alas for the
extent
to
which
this
the
class
and pay the railroad debt of Grant for Santa Fe county it was believed payments
narrows to only a 7ery fewi .leged bonds 521 and 522 and coupons - a part 0f tne railroad debt but of San Germans I An old black dog had been
and Santa Fe counties and provided that both the right and the duty dethereof dated March 1, 1892, W. F. Ja- ta Fe county funding bonds. If a prop' an interested onlooker.
.
partis.
that any balance remaining from the volved upon tho board of loan commis(coby did not present these bonds to er claim at all these coupons, or Judg
When the British looked for the
proceeds of these lands after paying sioners to avail themsel ves of this deDupllck-tlon- s
Duplica- ments based on them, were a claim wireless the dog Joined the side of the
and tlons Per for state bonds of series "B", a charge victorious party
these debts should fjp to the common fense and save the taxpayers the payand led our boys to
Fraud- Cent of
school permanent fund and Congress ment of claims which by the terms of
ulent and Fraud- on the taxpayers of Santa Fe county. the concealed mouth of the cave, where
Per Cent
Total
Total Amt
also stipulated that only debts "valid the statute were barred.
Bonds ulent Bonds Moreover, Mr. Kelly had previously lbe commenced to dig.
Illegalities Illegal
Fald
Parties Claimant
IOoToO$
4,186.67 $ 4,186.67
Herbert W. Clark. ...$ 166,887.71
and subsisting" on ,June 20, 1910,
The detailed report submitted to
presented the coupons which had alThere were cute fellows looking on,
.67
604.35
Henry
W.
Chilton.... 653,255.9a
.01
should be paid by the state and re- the governor covers more than one
48.85
1.11
17.657.U
Bird 8. Coler
ready been reduced to Judgment in and the excited animal was soon asV
2,150.26
t
served the right to seo that the trust hundred typewritten pages and goes H. U Hole
caso 4000 and had been paid $18,623
sisted by a band of helpers who were
W. F. .Jacoby, New
was properly administered.
in
missing nothing. They soon made the
bonds
on
at length into each transaction. This
and
York, Catron &
cash
of
"B"
serles
100.00
6.619.75
r The state Legislature in 1912 creat100.00
5.619.75
5.619.75
Catron
them. Thus coupons which aggregated earth nnd rocks fly, uncovered tho
is impossible In the space here avail49.50
43,634.13
68.00
59,696.83
88,040.47
TV. O. Kelly
.65
2,297.88
13.70
48,676.36
cave big enough to hold a platoon
$9,555.00 were made the basis of re354,531.93
Moore & Schley
es g state Ipun commission consjitlng able but the conclusion in each case
63.50
438.51
690.25
w. D. Murray.
funding payments of $57,930.49 as fol-- I and, to their huge delight, located the
of the auditor, treasurer and attorney will be set forth and the names and
Maud Paine Otero, by
100.00
884.75
missing pnrts. As a result In a few
100.00.
384.76
lows:'
384.75
gencial, charged with the duty to as- amounts given.
M. A. Otero
33.70.
11,151.72
22,919.26
Sellgman ......
hours the British were in communicaArthur
'
certain tho railroad debt of Grant and
20,761.68
mini
Is
in
asked to bear
The reader
Cnso 6822, valid claim, paid to
Silver City Nut. Bank
iéó
:::::::!
'í.ViV.u
tion with their warships.
14,323.52
C. A. Kplcss Serles H
$19,045.51
Santa' Fe counties and to refund" thi3 that the mere fact that a claim is set C. A. Spiess
...
1,1)72.85
Coupons taken from file, ln- Spitz
8.
inunpaid
...
debt and the accrued and
101.67
up against an individual is of itself no
valid claim, paid to W. O.
W. U. Woodruff
Kelly .Serie 11
terest with new bonds known a3 evidence of wrongdoing.
18,623.00
Even when
4.
$51,980.11
12.88
$1,184,926.02 $152,628.26
Case 4060, outlawed and re-- I
Total
bonds of Scrií s C, these and tho inupon dupUcato payby caso 6822, Invalid
are
vived
based
claims
Mother's Cook Book
terest thereon to bo paid from the pro- ments or apparently fraudulent or irclaim, paid to AV. U. Kelly
Silver City National Bank Papers misslngf.
Series C
20,281.98
ceeds of the million acres ol land regular bonds, the claimant must have
granted to tho state.
$57,960.49
known of such duplication or fraud to
However monger bo my worldly wealth
To make a complete audit it was
narties are included In the list tne board cf loan commissioners.
rive
by the criminal law
Two indictments were returned on
charged
either
be
Let me give something that ihall aid my
necessary to trace tho original issue
payment
by
Vhey
the
of
law
kind,
presented
were
firm. tho above transactions!
or by fair and sound judgment with cf those securing duplicate
A word of courage, or a thought ot health.
claiming
of railroad bonds, to follow tho suits
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